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1. 'introduction
1.1	 n n
Magnetic bubble technology is essentially capable of higher bit
densities than,_..^.s cu. -vently available The resolution of li—
thography empi 'fed fo'r' circuit fabrication limits the devices
presently in use. A variety of modified technologies have been
studied which would relax the lithographic resolution require-
ments, such as semi,--disks, contiguous disks, and bubble lattices.
in a multilayer self-structured bubble design, domain structuresy
	
	
in one layer replace all or part ox„tha control circu try for
the data bubbles in a second layer. This design reducea the
technology restrictions imposed by the lithographic process,
thereby allowing the full capability of the magnetic material
► 	 to be utilized.
1.2 ultijAver _ Structures
Multila.yered°garnet structures offer a new degree of freedom,
which promises to eliminate many problems assn sated with
t 	
present-
iAtw rses_. Thrase sr lL'tures _ by Y 1 10WA nev trailt7 of thF3	 r:...	 .rya ae	 »..........	 .. ......7	 o in	 '
material properties of two or more layers, can optimize the
parameters of each layer to serve a specific function. A
periodic domain configuration can be generated in one layer and
«
	
	
used to structure the data in a second. layer. This impli.e
that all structuring circuitry can conceivably be removed from
the storage area. As the memory chip becomes larger, the re-
duction of circuit complexity becomes dramatic if the storage	 x
area circuitry is eliminated. Stable periodic domain configura-
tions can be made to propagate coherently, thereby propagating
bubbles in a data layer. This use of pej74odi.c domain configura-
tions allow bubbles to move in a potential well of nearly constant
depth, thereby improving device operating margins and uppgr	 !1
frequency limitations. The use of natural garnet magneti,^
domain phenomena in ,place of lithographically configured eatures
for structuring and propagating implies higher yields and lower
costs for these devices
1.3 Purpose of Reo
This report describes the research leading to a practical
multilayer self-structured memory device concept. Initially, the
#11	 reasoning is presented leading to device selection. The theorytit--
of various concepts is described next, followed by experimental
0
	
	 investigations of several current accessed circuits. Subsequently,
the test vehicle design and evaluation are reported, in addition
to a recommended memory storage area configuration.
w
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. Multilover self S ructured Lat t
2.1
Multiiayertad ssolf -structured lattice files have two or amore
coupled magnetic gariaet s grown on as common substrate. One layer#
referred to as they data layers# supports data bubbles one or
more garnet, layers # the carrier layers, cont4 n arrays', of stripe
domains or bubble domains, and also determine they position o
bubbles in they
 data layer. Propagation of the data is acc0111-
plishead by inoving the domain arrays in the carriear layers.
structuring can be accomplished by employing confinament rails
oaf chaannals in the garnet, and/or 4 labbice o carrier bubbleas
^r^
Through incorporation of self-structur^-d multilayer, designs, the
goals are to greatly reduce the "'total number o propagating ele-
a7toaxtan, and two maRe thr minilaaurta ,eature size; of the propagat»in^t
elements consistent with e onve^n^^io»aa^ photolithography, :while
maintaining high bib density.
r flytr
°A list of self-structured multilayF^r bubble file deli ns wasprepared for device consideratioon	 .`hats list is most easily
represented in a fives dimensional matrix# flquro 2.1# because
there are five difforeiit ihdopendent characteristics for
classification. These are (1) t bo -hype of carrier used , t:o
convey the data bubbles (e.g., stripe carrier, wavy wall. carrier#
or bubble carrier) , (2) they means by which the carrier is
propelled (e .q4 # T»,bass, eto«) , (3) the type at fences or
guidance channels, (4) the type of couplinq between carrier
film, and the data	 exchange # at;c.) and (5) the type
of bias field used. The total number of combinations is
540. %,his is too large to be represented in a two dimensional,
matrix. A, reduced two dimensional matrix has been cots(lbructed,
figures 2.2, and contains only 120 items. The y different methods
of bias area not represented on this list for simplicity#
because for most structures the bias type wa.lW be dotermined
by the requiretaauent•, s of bubble stability` and stripe tability#
and therefore, there will be little freedom o, choice.
2«3	
, i
The two dimensional matrix of figure 2.2 still contains too
many candidates to be experimentally evaluated for to self-
steruoturod molt ilayer memory system. The candidates in each
of the sections for carrier 'ty'pe, means of propulsion # and
coupling type must be ind.ivi.d`maa^.lY evaluated, and obj ective
decisions made, whether they are a viable t otbnolo y for device
application.
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The wavy wall appliv«ta,on for carrier propagation does not appear
to be, ,, a serious candidate. Since its description in the liters
ture there has been very little interest or work throughout:
industry associated with its development or application. The
bubble carrier and the stripe carrier remain as excellent candi-
dates.
Angelfish and T-bar type propagators place strgent requirements
on the photo-lightography processing of devices. Since successful
propagation of bubbles requires a complete array of propagation
features, this limits both the element density and device yield,
Control of stripe or bubble propagation by automation proved to
be most difficult because of irregular displacement.
Conventional ., bubble memories employ a rotating magnetic field
for access purposesr generated by externally mounted field coils..
Field access requires the excitation of a large volume of the
memory, requiring high voltage at the coils, and results in a
system penalty for power. The memory operating frequency is
limited by the inductance of the coils, which require excessive
power at high drive frequencies.These coils also represent a
sJ. ni.f.L - fraction of the total weigbn and total cos' of the
memory. Through incorporation of current accessed techniques,
the coils can hey eliminated. ,
Table 2.1 lists the advantages and disadvantages of a
current accessed bubble memory, as compared to a field accessed
memory. For these reasons, an effort has been placed in investi-
gating current accessed techniques for domain propagation.
Exchange coupling between mu,''!_.-.ple layers of magnetic material.
generally requires intimate contact of these layers for adequate
interaction.variation of the coupling strength cart. be accom-
plshed with very thin non-magnetic intermediate layers, but;the
results are very difficult~ to control accurately. 'Magnetostati.c
coupling between layers appears as a suitable candidate, since
its magnitude can be controlled quite easily by geometrical con-
siderations.
Structuring of the memory design can be accomplished in one of
the two directions by providing an energy barrier to the bubble
or stripe domains. barriers such as a magnetic rail on the gar-
net surface, an ion implanted region of the garnet, or a groove
etched in the garnet will provide an energy well to restrict
domain l oo'^ti.on. All, three of these barriers appear to be ac-'
ceptabliE^ candidates, and their specific application will depend
on the individual circuit requirements and physical layout. A_
magnetic domain fence is less desirable, since it is not,a
permanent feature of the device, and can contribute to device
failure if era6icate6.
S^
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CU!RRIOT ACCZ$$4D OURRLS MZMORY VrATU Ed
,	 L	 ,x ^	 12isadyant!1go.
w	 1	 current access	 X
2o largo propagation features
	 x
3. multilayer construction
	 x
A. self-structured	 x
S. coherent propagation	 x
i	 6	 high don "toy	 x
7 'high frequency operation. 	 x
B. propagation circuitry connections
	
f,, x
t
9. no wall state storage 	
x1,
lA, medium Q materials	
^r^1
,11. heat generated by current lines ,
	
12. law access time	 x
The number of combinations that area serious , candidates for the
multilayer self-structured memory design bas, therefore;, been
reduced to six. Current access; bubble or ,stripe carrier pro-
pagation; and barriers of magnetic rra,ils # ion implanted areas,t
	
	 or an etched groove are the ,,salient design features.
2.4 Devige. j?ggign r
Based on the above reaso ning, a theoretica t., d experimental
effort was initiated on a self-structured memo):^p' device. The
design consisted of a multiple layer garnet with the magnetic
layers coupled by magnetostatic interaction, magnetically-
Assisted current accessed stripe domain propagators, current
accessed bubble and stripe domain generators, and magnetic bars
for stripe domain end pinning. propagation of bubbles in the
data layer is controlled by current accessed domain propagationin the carrier layer, Detection and readout of data werea not
necessarily included in the device design.
d	
G	
.
et gp3. ^^^^r ^. 	 nvestirtations 	 r
1	 3.1 Obiectives
{
The behavior of bubble domains and stripe domains in single layer
garnet materials, and their interaction in multiple layer garnet
materials, depends upon many geometrigAl and material properties
it is the object of the following tbOretical investigations to
describe these interactions and, couplings, and to employ the re-
cults in selecting device designs for development of a multi-
layer lattice fil
	 These calculations, and the resultant forte
mulas, allow pred_ction of bubble and stripe behavior before
fak,rication of tetA circuits.
3.2 Cou l..in Between multiple Layer  of 13ubblg Dor 3ng; f,1j -
r!
i	 3.2_.1 Interaction Bgtwe3en `­ ubbles _ in Adja2ent
Hubbies in different layers exert forces on each other. These
moo;ces^ar
y
e ex^erted^by^the stray^fiel.d^emanating from a bubblef^`
..,... i .. affects..v w.. ^s^tcF ..tiab^.r rcQ a ^} th11 atiJ a4CXtit» .!»ixyS:	 n MW 	 t,
l) t exerts a force tending to move the bubble directly over the
center of the first bubble; and 2) it opposes the bias field and
tends to increase the size of the bubble, To evaluate the inter-
actions between bubbles, it is necessary to calculate this stray
field, This can be done exactly for both the radial component
Hr (r, z) and the normal component, Hz (r, z) . See Tab, e 3.1 for
symbol definition.
x
(3,1)
l	 ;
2 ro	 (l	 ^K) K(Kl ) ^- H(Kl)
H ( r, z) = ---^r	 n r	 Kl
(1	
^KD K (K2)	 E (K2)
	
K	
q zrM
2
^	
H2 
(r, 
2)_
4irM	 2^rro(rro)	
[zK1K(Kx) - (.h + z)K2K(K2)
	
Ao ( 1,^1)	 a (a2^-2)	 for r < ro -^
2ro	 u
u - :;
--	 l	 (zKIK(Ka _ (h + z)K K(2k;2)
	
2nro (rro)	
AU-(a , ) - N (a
. ^a )l l
	
	 0 2 2
	 for r >- r 2ro	 -
rt	
7
^\}	 l2	 I zK1K (KI )	 (K2) s
P
i
' 	 where K (K) ,	 B (K) , and A
o 
(^, o) are the complete elliptic	 taw
r+ gals of the first, second, and third kinds, res pectively# with
X^	 iy	
1
Kl	 4rro (2	 + (r.
,
+ ro),
C
K	 W 4° ro	 (b+z) 2 + (r + ^'°o)
-_
	 0
sill-I 	
1, <<
a	 sin	 K2
sin'l z [(b + z) ^ + !x 	 rc ) 2] -	 , sand
tat sin`"1 	(h	 z) ' /r(h	 Z) " + jr - ro ) "
Equations 3.1 and,, 3R2 e	 pl9tted ih Figures 3.1 and 3.2.	 Note .
that the field is a lar e frattion of 4^rM; the coupling fi;ald is
 more than enough to tra
	
and move bubbles, which has been observed
experimentally. 	 Note a^ so that the coupling field extends beyond
II ^^	 the radius	 of the bubb e when the spacing between layers is
significant, so thatth91 cluster of trapped bubbles can even ex--
tend somewhat beyond the outside a bubble. 	 The coupling field is
(1) larger for thicker bubl,es, 	 (2) larger For larger diameter
bub'olest and (3) large wh n the distance from the bubble is small
compared to the radius of the bubble.	 These three observations
show that: while the large bubble in the bottom layer has a large
	
r
effect on the small bubbles in the upper layer, the bubbles in
the upper layer have almost no effect on the large bubble.	 This
simplifies the investigation considerably.
Table 3.1 presents a list of defitition of symbols used in this
r	 section.
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Figure 3.1 Radial, Dependence of the Normal Fie ld from a tubble of
Radius rn and Thickness 2 ro at Various heights.
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Figure 3,2 Normal Field from a Bubble as a Function of Height 'for
Various Thicknesses
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TABLE 3. 1. DEFINITIONS OF SYMBOLS . ,.
zxchange constant, ERG/CM
Width of an isolated stripe domain, m
Magnetic field normal to film surface, OE
Normalized normal magnetic field, H/4uM
Coercive fo7: Vie, CAE
Anisotropy field, 2K/M, Cpl
Bubble collapse field `tRhreshold, OE
Normalized collapse field, Ho/4,M
gun -out field threshold, or strip-out* field threshold, OE
Normalized run-out field, Hgo/4,ffM
Stray fie14 on the wall of an infinitely long isolated
stripe, averaged over film thickness, CAE
Stray field on the wall of an infinitely long isolated
stripe, averaged over film thickness and strip width, OE
Stray field at the tip of a rectangular isolated stripe,
averaged
   .^__ _ ^.1 R	 1 L J _ R.._ _ _ __	 Y rY a l
 over film_ th cxness and stripe widths oz
Film thickness, m
Uni.axial anistropy constant, ' MHV ERG/CM3
Length of an isolated stripe domain, m
Characteristic leimth of garnet, Tw/4nM2 , m
Normalized characteristic Length, 1/h
Magnetic moment, EMU, GAUSS
Bubble domain radius, m,,,
Normalized bubble domain radius, r/h
Bubble domain radius at collapse threshold, m
Normalized Bubble domain radius a+-,, collapse threshold, rolh
Normalized anisotropy field,Hk/4nM ,-= K/27,,M2
Wall energy per unit length and thickness, 2 A , ERG/CMS
A
D
H
1
Hc.
Ho
IHo
HRO
RQ
Hp
H
HTIP
h
K
L`
M
r
x
ro
Xo
Q
mw
3,2, 2 	 Material Parameters for Multiple savers°of Bubbles
Multiple layers of bubble supporting materials provide: increased
h	 >.,' flexibility in design considerations for self-structured applica-
tions.	 Listed below is a set of equations which relate the
material parameters, bubble size, and various magnetic fields to
each other.
(reference number)
1 -- 3X/4 _ 1 + r (1 :. 3a/4 - 10 2	 ] (2)	 (3.3)	 r{ Y	 _-	 311 l	 311	 3'H ,J
j1 i
li	 = 1 + 3a/4 -	 (3X)4	 (2)	 (3.4)
X 	 =	 ^(3A)4 - 
3/21_ 1 	 (2)	 (3.5)
X	 -	 ('/3)	 (1 -
	
2,Ho"^ + 'Ho )
	
(3.6)
(inversion of equation 3.4)
*H	 "' exp -	 (l	 + Tr h -- 'fiR^)	 (3)	 (3.7)
a
(HRO - 1 nHRO - 1 > / IT	 (3.8)	 x
(Invea Eton of equation `3,7) {
106.7 1.231 = 313.8 (4?^M) -1.231	 (3.9)
Equation	 is an empirical relation found to hold true for large 	 3r 3.9
and small bubble garnets, both Ga and CaGe garnets (see section
4.5.2).	 There may be garnets for which equation 3.9 is not true,
but garnets can be°found that fit equation 3.9 over the full range
of k and, M.
yerIn one type of multil	 self-structured bubble memory, a large
diameter carrier bubble domain in one layer carries along with
itself a number of small data bubbles in a second layer. 	 Both
J : the large bubbles and the small bubbles, in their awn layer, must
have wide operating regions that overlap.	 The run-out, or`strip- 
out, field of one layer must not be higher than the collapse
r
field of the other, and vice-versa. 	 The following calculation'
11
f
elf.
l^
generates the proper parameters of the two layers so that the
bubble sixes area different, .yot the collapse field Is the saute.
As an eX ample, consider tha applic ?.^tion of two ttmagnatic .layers
with OM w 125 Oa and 300 oa t with a bubble ., col.l,apse threshold
Ho . 83 00 for both layers,
u
To convert Oersteds into ampere turns per amotor # multiply by `^,
;+
1.000/41t, which equals 79.5775.	 What is the proper thickness, h, 1f
for each l.ayar,	 and what are the values of t,	 Xt Xo ► ro t H	 7 ;
From equation 3.9,	 the characteristic length t	 0.623unt for
4M	 a 125 ae, and . 2804pm for 41tM w 300 de	 From the definition
fio * HO/OM, tea x 0.6639 for AnM a 125 oa t and 0.2767 for OM
300 tie:.	 Front equation 3.6,	 X * 0.04672 and 0.2095 for 4vM a 125
0e and 300 oat respectively.	 From they definition A * X/h, the
thickness of they
 layer witAi ON * 125 Oe must be l5tettt, and the
^tb..ckness of the other layer mud be 0:9359um.
	
From equation 3.5, 1
Xo is 0. 1515 and 0. 6008, respectively,,
	
From tho definition
Xo a ro/h, ,ro is 2.727 m and 0.56230m, respectively,	 From
equa ,taion 3.7,	 the normalized run-o4to field is 0.5!152 and 0.5623.
respective y , o that Hne, a 69.4 	 Qe and 61 tea, respectively.	 If
tahe eaperat^inq bias field-H	 76 0e, from, equation 3.3, X Is
0, 2118 and 0, 9651, which corresponds too a bubble radius of 5.64ttt
for the large bubble film and 0,903ttat for the small bubble film.
This procedurd illustrates bow such calculations can be performedt
for a variety of values of 4nM; and Ito.
Vigturgs 3,,3,
	
3.4 0 	and 3. J^ ara graphs of -the proper film thickness ^	 {
as a function of 4M for layers having ,a collapse threshold of
03 Oet	 57 fro, and 195 Qe3, respectival.r.	 The radius r	 of the
Tsbub47,e at4 the ooll.apso threshold is also plot tod,	 as	 tb+
radios at a suitable operating bias,
To illus trate
 
the use of figures 3 3,	 3. 4 , and 3. 5 , assumea two
layer bubble memory.
	 The carrier bubbles hav6 a chosen diameter
of 7pm and operate at a bias field of 76 Oea.	 Figure 3.3 indicates
that the 40t of the carrier layer should be 150 Gaus s,
 and that
the thickness of the carrier layer should be "7.44.	 If the diam-
eter of the data bubbles is to be one fourth of the carrier .>
bubbles, or 1.75pm, then each carrier bubble may carry up to
^
seven data bubbles,
	 Figure 3.3 indicates t4hab_ tbhe ON of the
 data layer should be 215 Oaus,s, and the thickness of the data
film should be 0.68pttt.	 In, ac'tual practice this data film Would
be made by gradually thinning a. thicker l,a.ybrt monitoring the
bubble collapse 'threshold between thinnings until Lho operating
regions of they two films coincide.
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From these :figures we see that large variations in bubble radius,
a factor of 20 or snore, can be obtained with compatibles operating
ranges.	 A practical, difficulty is that the small bubbles require
the .films to be very thin.
	 'phis, in turn, presents 
two problemswhich all small bubble memories have; 	 a fabrication
a read-out problem.
	 The fabrication problem is to grow thin
enough layers.	 Using the usal lead oxide flux, initial, growth
rate is exceedingly fast, so that a one micron filmgrows when onejust dips the filet into the malt and pulls the film out.	 The
problem can be solved either by using a lithium molybdate melt
in which films have a very slow growth rate, or by thinning a
,film grown in the conventional Lead melt by ion raill,in,g or chemi-
cal etching.	 The read-out problem is ameliorated somewhat by the
fact that the small, bubble films have higher 4 ,nM, however, rend-
out is still as problem for all small bubble memories and not gust
multilayer structures.
3.3 g9up jin 1g Botwo -Qn ,	 i e an .6Bubble , L
i
one class of multilayer bubble lattice file uses., stripe domains	 j
s SA ....m_»r..-^aurtnbm
 bubbles 3 n a^ second ^.l3!l ar.	 l cula . -.►.ca vitcr a,a^c+. vav ^+^ v^.v^v.a.. ,^.^.,.^...,....,.. ,-,r,. -, <,--.,..----
	 . 	
A ta
_
Lion of the coupling strength due to both the exchange force and
the magnetostatic Meld is presented herein.
Because the striae films that respond best to In-plane fields have
high OM values and very narrow stripes, a mismatch in size be-
tweet bubbles and stripes is likely. The calcul.ations^=
 show that
the coupling strength decreases in anon-monotonic fashion as the
stripe width decreasels, relative to the bubblediameter. The
coupling is never zero unless tote stripe width is xez;o, and there-
forea, s tripes can be used to propagate bubbles even though they
	
1
are? not thatched in size,
'	 Exchange coupling and magnetostatic coupling are roughly of equal
importance if no separating layer is used. M4gnet4ostatic coupling
decreases as the thicknoss of the bubble layer .increases, de.
creases a the width of stripes decreases, and, if a separating
layer is used, decreases as the separation increases:
3.3.1	 -x hen ea	 n.
_
Exchange coupled double layer garnet films are made by epitaxially
growing a magnetic garnet layer directly on another magnetic gar-
net layer with different properties. There is no axon-magnotic
layer between them.
In the past #
 such double layer garnet films have boon: grown for
the purpose of 'having one layer replace the external normal biasfield requireal to sustain bubbles. For this application, one
a
A
..
ci
0
layer is always saturated, while the other layer contains bub-
bles. Exchange energy causes the saturated sayer to exert a
torque on the spins of the bubble layer that tends to saturate
the second layer, and thereby emulate a bias field. The magi
netostatic field from the saturated film is negligible for the
same reason that the electrostatic field of a parallel plate
capacitor is negligible outside »„the capacitor.
The strength of the exchange coupling is experimentally measured
by measuring the difference in the bubble collapse field in one
Layer with the other ,layer saturated in two opposite states.
Half of the difference between the two collapse ;Melds is the
coupling strength in Oersteds. It is conventional to report the
strength of the exchange coupling in Oersteds for tl4t reason,
although the exchan a coupling is not a magnetic field. The
experimental value tai.ned will depend strongly on the thic)-
ness and aspect rat of the bubble. An exchange bias of 31
Oersteds on a 1.6Um hick bubble film of (Y$M) 3 AGalG exerted by
a bias layer of (Su2r) 3 OaIG has been reporte3d.	 Thereforep forthe theoretical catoul.ati.ons, an exchange coupling of 31 Oersteds
is assured. it is also assumed that there is no domain closure
s tructu2e;.
3.3.2 Mismgtch_ Bg!t,A en Strip e Wigth ang Bubblg am
When the diameter of ")bubble is equal to or less than the width
of a stripe in a double layer structure, the bubble will be held
by the exchange force over the area of the surface of the bubble
that is in contact with the stripe. When the bubble diameter is
larger than the stripe width, the bubble will intersect two or
more stripes. Those stripes in which the spins in the iron sub.
lattice are parallel to those in the bubble will attract the
bubble, arose with oppositely oriented spins in the iron subl,at-
Lice, repel. The netexchange attraction is proportional to the
difference in area of those portions of attracting and repelling
stripes enclosed by the bubble.
IThe bubble will position itself in order to maximize the area of
contact with attracting stripes and minimize the area of contact
With repelling stripes. riguz.e 3.6.a shows the equilibrium posi^-
ti,on when the diameter of the bubble is only ir lightly Larger than
the width of the stripe. Fiqure^ 3.6.b shows, the eq _i-,Ubrium
position when the width of the stripes is decreased further.
Note that the bubble is non-symmetrically arranged with respect
to the stripes. Equilibrium occurs when the condition
I
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is fulfilled, with hl, h2, and h3 defined as in figure 3.6.b
Regardless of the width of the stripe, there is always some posi-
t onhere the bubble has Lower energy] that is, there is always
a positive coupling. Figures 3.6.c and d show stable configure..,
tio,'9 in which the stripe width is decreased further.
T strength of the coupling is easily determined by calculating
e difference in area of those portions of attracting and re-
elling stripes enclosed by the bubble. The result is shown in
figure 3.7. Coupling strength decreases in a non-monotonic
fashion as the stripe width decreases, and is zero only when the
stripe width is zero.
It is necessary to determine how much coupling is required for
propagation. Conventional, garnet bubble films for memories have
coerc vity of approximately one tenth ofObne oersted. Thus, a
coupling field greater than one tenth of one Oersted should be
sufficient to propagate a bubble.
3.3.3 Maanetostatic Coupling
Coupling   ^_ wee stripes and 1+••Lslsl no m  cry nrinllrn hV MArinF3^ n gf-atin pe^w^^n tsti^.^yc^ uuu ►3 uMM.4S'irF7 aa +. vv ....-...».+^ - 
interaction.  If stripes are of equal width, the dependence of
magnetostatic coupling upon the relative stripe/bubble size is
similar to that of exchange coupling, as shown in figure 3.7.
The "full scale" magnitude of the magnetostatc coupling,, the
magnitude of coupling when the width of the stripe i.s,larger
than the bubble diameter, depends strongly on the thickness of
the bubble film and on the intensity of magnetization 41rM of the
stripe field.
The field from a stripe domain is calculated by considering a'
stripe domain layer of thickness h. Let the wavelength of the
stripes by X, let the distance parallel to the film surface and
perpendicular to the stripes be x, let the point x = 9 be in the
middle of a stripe, and let the di Lance abovye the top surface of
the film be z Starting with div 9 _ q and g = A + 4vA,
"	 div (E9 + 4A) = Q	 (3.10)
div H	 -4n(v RM) s 4%pm 	 (3.11)
where pm = V•M is the magnetic charge per unit volume. Consider
t
	
	
a narrow strip, running along a stripe at the film surface, uni-
formly charged. Surrounding this with a Gaussian surface, the
result is
H 2XMS	 (3.12)
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Figure 3.7 Exchange Coupling vs, Ratio of Striae Width to Bubble
Radius,
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where s is the distance from the narrow
charge per unit length, and A is` a unit
domain garnets under consideration have
so that they may be aligned with a magn,
age z component of magnetization in the
to be given by
M  W M Cos
strip/;;' : Xjr is the magnetic
vectgr. The stripe
a lo"47 anistropy field Hk ,
3tie field. if the Aver-
stripe film is assumed
'( 3 . 1 3)	 7
then the z component of the stray field is given by
I^
	
cos 
2xZ	 cos2,rx	
2nx •►
- h)
I	 H	 2Mcos - — 1	
yr	 (Z
-cl
	
z + x 	 (z+) +x
CO
(3x14)
This equation yields	 f
rT
	
 1.as	 ....	 -21ti	 .^.,r	 21r ( z + ^1r,1 	 s.►ee. 27rX	 L9 y^'^
	
Pz - or 171
	
g+ti s	 cnxa	 I	 t.vcr	 t vx .r+tir/
a
Let the thickness of the bubble film by hB and let the spacing
between the.,bubble film and the stripe film be hG . The full scale
magnetostatic coupling field, Hp$ , from the stripe -filn. to the	 (3
bubble film is found by averaging equation 3.15 between the
limits hG and hG + hp;
Ma	 -»2irh	 2n (h + h ) 
	
ex	 G ^- ex	 B +H	 'Fa'	 hB	 p C x
	
P	 x	
(3.16)
-tit ( hG + ha + h)	 -21r (hG + h) .
exp	 ) -^ exp
When the thickness of the spacer layer is zero and when the thick-
ness of the stripe film is great ;)than the stripe wavelength X,
equation 3.16 reduces to
1
FS
rz hx
	
l	
exp	 a g)^
	 (3.17)
B
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show how this full scale coupling depends on
the thickness of the bubble film, the wavelength of the stripes,
and the thickness°of the Gadolinium Galium Garnet (GGG) layer
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separating the stripe and bubble films. As thickness of the bub-b1b layer increases the coupling decreases s as the width of the
stripes increases, the coupling increeasesi and, as the thickness
of the separation layer increases, the coupling decreases. A
4nM value of 1500 ae was assumed for the stripes film; if gallium
is used to substitute for some of the iron, the 41M will be less_
and the coupling proportionately reduced.
^i
3. 3.4	 -au b12n
Stripe domains in one layer can trap bubbles in another layeer, so
that when the stripes are mowed they move the bubbles along with
them. The interaction is due to the magnetic stray field from the
stripes. Therefore, knowledge of the strength and spatial depen-
dence of that Meld is of importance for design c9psiderations.
quati,on 3.15 is plotted in figure 3.10 as a function of distance
above the garnet layer. Note that the interaction can be Made as
strong as 2nM1 which is far more than needed for strong coupling.
Also, the stray-field value can be adjusted to whatever value de-
sired simply by choosing the proper spacer thickness. Note that
the tnc_knas^ o f 	 St'-r p,^ _ dc,ma n film is im ateri^^l for thick-tsniss^ v,, tulle,.,.^..,.
nesses greater than the stripe wavelength, X.
3.3.5 Strige an Bubble Mgterjal Selegtion,
in this section theoretical relationships are derived that provide
the crystal grower with knowledge of the proper film parameters
for a coupled strip-bubble multilayer.
The stx; pe layer in a mul.tilayer self-structured bubble memory	 ^ 1
should have wide, rather than narrow, stripes if chevrons or our-
rent conductors are used :try move the stripes. They
 properties of	 j
the stripe film and the , bubbles film should be similar, but since
both must operate in the sameeexternal bias field, their charac-
teristicss must be different enough so that one is above the run-
out threshold and the other is below. Explicit-relationships are
derived for the X change in run-out thresl r'id due to a % change
in	 (1) thickness, (2) magnetization, (3) ,^ characteristic length,
(4) anisotropy constant, and (5) exchange constant. various
stray field formulas for isolated stripes are also given,
consider a double layer film in which one layer supports stripes
and the other supports bubbles. The purpose of such a structure
is to move the bubbles by moving the stripes. Since most stripe
propagation .schemes being investigated require small. structures
(conductors, chevrons, etc.), thee"tripes must be wide. Such
wise stripes are found in high Q. low 47TM films of the type used
23
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ffor bubbles rather than in the low 4, high 4nM films used for
light deflectors. 	 Therefore, the stripe and bubble films should
' be not too dissimilar.
k 3.4	 Stripe Domain and - Material Parameters
At the edge Cf an infi4tely long stripe, the normal component
of the stray field averaged over thickness was first derived by
Kooy and Enz 5
HW
[ tan7l (h ) 1n	 1 + (3.18)M	 n	 \w 	 2h	 2
w
where w:) is the width of a stripe.
A useful approximation to°equation 3.18 is given by O' Dell: 6
iL
`
H 4,
M	 1 + frW/h
n Let the x-axis lie in the film plane and let the walls of the
stripe domain be at x = 0 and x = W.	 The z componot of the
stray field, H (x) at the point x, can be calculated" f rom HW by
considering the field to be due to two stripe „domains, One of
width x and the other of width W - x
n
,,	 U
r H (x)	 = HW (x)	 + HW (W - x)	 - 47r M.
Note that 4nM has° been subtracted so as not to add twice the
r field ,from ^be saturated film in which the stripe is superposed.
The average field over the whole domain is
HW = 
W	
H(x)dx.	 (3.20)
b
1 When the O'Dell approximation, equation 3.19, is used, the result
is;a
^
u
a
_
W 
= -4 ^r+8h
 In	 1 + 7Tw	 (3.21)
M	 CyV	 fit)
a
(s”
25
1
Derivation of the field at the tip of an isolated rectangular
stripe, averaged over both x and thi.cMoss, is sih il 4r to tha
derivation of equation 3.20, except that two rectangtilAr strips
joined and to and are considered;
Htip	 (W	 M)	 (3.22)
Xf the O'Dell approximation, equation 3.19, is used, then
o	
tip 	 In ^ , +	 1	 (3.23)
Note that fz lom equations 3.19 and 3.21 the following relation
ship holds
CfiW
2^HW +W —W 	
11 
	
(3.24)
3. 4 . i Run-Out Thrg aLi2ld
Consider an isolated stripe. domain of width W and length To in a
film of thickness h. The total energy is 'the su,ji of 'the , applied
field energy , the stray field energyz and the gall energy;	 a
+ a + EW	 ,;=
2WhLMH + WbL (HW - 41tM) + 2 (T, + 11) oWh.
Assuming that L>>W, and requiring that at the run-out threshold
the domain neither shrinks or grows, sa that BE- /^L 0, leads to
o	 H -	 (H + 4M) + aWM- 11W	 (3.25)
The condition a Eja W 0 results in a second equation;	 J
0
	 2H	 W 
bH	 4 nm 	 (3,26))
}
y 2.	
..
	
. 	
_
t1'
J	 ,
0
From equation 3. 24, equation 3..26 becomes
l) d a 11 - HW	 (3.27)
and with equation 3.19 this becomes:
O
}
Substituting equation , 3,21 into equation 3,ZS gvat.
0*H.,, 41-1 ln (l+ h/ + 	(3.29)
`	 MW
'sing equation 3.28 to substitute for (1 + nD/h) in equation.
3029 yields
0	
)_QCrW 
I	 H	 (3.30)
W	 fl	 Mal
Rewriting equation 3.30, using
y
4 irM 1
and noting that, by definition, when o4/IL 0 1 the applied bias
field, Hl, is the run-out field, , gives
r^3 irb'f
itN1	 1 + its - 1n (
	
)	 ^^	 (3.32)4R4	 r-
3, 4.2 gar Thi
The percent change in ruin-,out threshold as a result o charging
the thickness, h, by one p ercent is presented below. Taping the
partial derivative of equation 3. 32 with respect to h gives;
SHRO III
`t	 W	 a	 aAo
E
7
C3	 27
s	 i
Differentiation of equation 3.31 yields;
h ° - r	 (3.34)
Substituting equation 3.34 in equati`a 3.33 gives;
at
8 E1
x^
	
RO h
	 - HR® 4 vM	 (3.35)
When equation 3.32 is used to remove X from the equation 3.35,
the result is
i	 0 In  HR
	1	 (3.36)
f O	 11	 Hnn/ 4 trMo .,.^
Equation 3.36 is plotted in figures 3.11 and 3. 12. Note that the
right hand side of equation 3.36 is always positive, which means
that as film thickness increases the run--out threshold increases.
3.4.3 Macrneti.zation
The derivation of the ratio of the percent change in run--out fidld
to the percent chance in OrM is similar -,Q the derivation of the
thickness dependence in the previous section. The assumption is
made when 4nM is changad ( for example, by the substitution of more
iron oxide for gallium oxide), K, the,,aoistropy constant, remains
unchanged. The result is:
^Q	 2	
.... in 
4,rM
	
(3.37),
H O	 M ^` l	 %0/4itM	 ^Ii o
Equation 3.37 i,s always positive, so increasing OTM always in-
creases°the ruh-out threshold. Moreovert the change is very large.
Equation 3.37 is plotted in figures 3413 and 3.14.
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3.4.4 Pharacteristic Lenath
The characteristic length, t, is one of the fundamental parameters
measured in garnets, and is defined as ow/47rM 2 , The percent
change in run-out threshold due to a one percent change in char-
acteristic length (for example, due to a change in gall energy)
is given by:((
I)
DH	 H /4nM	
In	 (3.36)- R0 ,^ ^ RO	 4
SRO `	 HRQ/ 4 nM	 CHRO/
This is plotted in figures 3.15 and 3.16.
3.4.5 Uniaxial Anisotropy and Exchange Constant
The wall energy per unit length and thickness is aW - 2A K. The
dependence of the run-out field on exchange constant and an isot-
ropy constant can be calculated as in the preceding section
knowing that
vW ^. K and
	
Da 	 1	 k
a	 2 K	 a	 2 A
M
The resulting equations are:
8 HRO AA f 1 HRO/Om
	
(4In	 (3.39)
HRO	 A	 2	
HRO 4 arM	
` Ro
and
DHRO	 K	 1 HRO/4irM	 4irM
	
In 
	 (3.4Q)
HRO	 K	 2 l HRO/4ttM
These re lotted in figures 3. 17 and^^ 1 p	 3.18.  ,
`r	 The most important film parameter affecting tl rune-out threshold 	 9
is magnetization, followed by film thickness, characteristic
length, and exchange energy and anisotropy constant, in that or-
der. For example, in a film with H RO/4TM = 0.2, a l0% change in
41tM causes a 40% change in run-out threshold, a 10% change in	 E
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thickness causes a 10% change in run-out threshold, a 10% change
in characteristic length causes a -4% change in run-out field,
and a 10% change in either anisotropy constant or exchange con-
stant causes a -2% change in run-out threshold.
one of the intriguing possibiliti6s emerging from this treatment
is that a magnetostatically coupled stripe-bubble ,combination is
pca ible in which the bubble and stripe films have the same com-
position but different thicknesses.
3.4.6 Stripe Domain curvature
When a group of stripe domains are propagated between two rows of
chevrons or other structures, they bow or curve backwards. Figure
3.19 displays the case of an isolated stripe. When an oscillating
normal Field commonly called a tickle field, is applied, the
stripes straighten out. The bowing is caused by coerc vity the
straightening out is caused by three factors: (l) The coercivity
is effectively reduced because the oscillating normal field	 =
causes the width of each stripe domain to oscillate somewhat,
helping that stripe to move past micro-defects, (2) The stripes
_	 „rePol eah eter rna%netostatipally. and (3) The o -s.cillatina field
plus the -bias --field   exce ds the strip-out threshold at least part
of the time, causing the stripes to be in tension. If the ends
of the stripes were notljpinned to the ,,chevrons`, the stripes would
contract to bubbles when the strip"out threshold is exceeded.
However, when the ends are pinned, the stripes can only reduce
their l.encth, and therefore., lower their energy by straightening
out. This third cause is the subject of this sc.rrtion. Note Lhat
a stripe near other stripes may see a local field higher than the
strip-out field, although the external applied field, is less than
the strip-out threshold for an isolated strip, because of the
stray field from nearby stripes. Therefore, this section will
consider tbn^ case of an isolated stripe only.
Figure 3.19 shows an isolated stripe domain contracting under the
influence of an applied field H that exceeds the strip--out or run-
out threshold, HRO .
 
The stripe is in the form of an arc, with
height Z and width Y. The question to be solved is the mathemat.^-
cal, dependence of Z on H, HR O , Y, and W, the Width of the 'stripe.
Consider an isolated non-pinned stripe of length L. Let the ap-
plied normal field, H, be equal to the strip-out threshold, HRO.
At this field the stripe is free to contract or expand without
loss of energy. However, when the bias field is raised so that
it is higher than the strip -out field, the stripe contracts. When	 1
the stripe becomes shorter by a length AL, the energy per unit
thickness changes by an amount bkl:
i
v
__ -—^+^L,:.^ . e __.	 _
uAEI * 2M (H- H'RO) W	 1	 (3.41)
To determine the domain energy associated with a curved stripe,
consider the case of a stripe that farms a circle, as shown in
figures 3.20. When the applied normal field H exceeds the strip-
out field, the radius of the circle becomes smaller. The change
in energy is 4E2, which in analogy to equation 3. Al., is given by:
AE2 w 2M (0-^^^) W'	 (2n^R)	 ^	 (3.A2)
This change in radius is resisted by the coercivity. Eaoh moving
wall of a stripe domain has'.to overcome the coercive field, Hc.
The corresponding change in energy is AEA;
AE3 w 2 M He (21^ q dR 2	 (3.4 3)
whe-re Ir.-I_ 	 of two Is included because thero ar ^ two
walls that move. het the two energies equal for tine case;-oz
equilibrium;
! AE3 = AE3
(H..HAO) W (21tdR) _ He (27rr)	 2
w
(3.44)
The case of interest is that of figurer 3.15, where the stripe
forms ah arc rather than a full, cir cl.e. The radius of curvature,
'J }	 R, of the arc' can be shown to be given by
Y^ (`3.)2
3
When this is inserted into equation 3.44, the result is:	 .'
}
H MRO Y2 + Z2
W
1
3 65

Cr y
	J
Equation 3.44 or equation 3.46 relates the curvature of the stripe
to the separation between chevron rows, the bias field, and the
coarcivity. These equations indicate that the higher the bias
field, the smaller the curvature, ,
 or the larger the radius of
curvature, Ro or the smaller the ratio of Z to Y.
As an example, consider a garne +` film with stripe width W w 3pm
and a coercivity of 0.1 Oe. Let the bias field exceedthe strip-
out field by 10 tie. The radius of curvature according to equation
3.44 indicates that R * 150om. Zq q ►tion 3.46 indicates that when
Z m Y, they both are equal to 150pm.
As a second example, consider that the same garnet film with an
applied normal rf tickle field that reduces the coercivity by a
factor of 10. The radius of curvature is now 1500pm or 1 * 5 mm.
As a final example, suppose the chevron rows are placed 1 mm
apart. In this case, Y = 500om and Z = 86pm.
Stripe domains witin pinned ends can be made to reduce their curva-
ture by application of a normal field higher than the strip-out
The , curvature becomes much le-sA if a tickle fields OPAA
as well. Unless the coercivity is zero the curvat ,are will not be
zero; this means thot the read out track in a multilayer memory
will probably have t.6 be similarly curved.
3.5 StriRe , Domain and MsIgnetig yea ure Counlin
In order for stripes in a high 0 material to be straight in 4
multilayer self-structured memory, they must be biased above the
run-out threshold. The ends of the stripes must be pinned in or-
der to prevent the stripes from shrinking into bubbles. One
method of keep
i
ng the ends of the stripe pinned is with a permal-
loy strip at each end of the stripe, as shown in figure 3.21.
The permalloy must supply enough normal field so that the end of
the stripe is below the 'run-out threshold, otherwise the stripe
end will shrink. The purpose of the following calculation is to
determine the pinning field from a per.malloy strip with no ap-
plied horizontal bias field. This field is a function of the
separation, Z, between the garnet and the permalloy t as shown in
figure 3.22, as wellias the thickness of the garnet film, h, and
the stripe wavelength.
It is assumed that the permalloy has infinite permeability for
horizontal in-plane fields. This implies that the permalloy has
zero anisotropy and coercivity, and that when a stripe end ex-
tends under the permal2oy strip, the magnetization configuration
in the permalloy sets up a stray field that, inside the permalloy,
exactly cancels the horizontal component of the field from the
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stripe. The normal field from the permalloy can then be calcula-
ted by the method of images. The image shown in figure 3.22 can-
cels out all stray fields in the plane of the permalloy film,
The normal component of the stray field from the permalloy is
then calculated by evaluating the normal field,from the image.
The normal field from a stripe domain film having
M? (X) = (n =Eo) an M cos -?..x (3.47)
„	
t
was calculated in a Sperry Univac paper presen^ed at thq,J978
`	 Conference on Magnetism and Magnetic Materials
	
r.
I
The field HZ from this stripe is given in equation 5 of that
paper as.
k
1
HZ (X) = 2 M (n _^l^ an
	
exp -2 nZ
"exp (-21tn (Z + h) 1 cos 2wnx
	 (3.48)
4
where, as shown in figure 3.22, a is the wavelength of the stripes,
and h is the.thickness of the stripe film. The distance from the
nearest sauce of the stripe film is Z.
The normal, field from the image is found from equation 3.48, and
by noting that the separation between film and image is 2Z. The
quantity of interest is the average of the field from the image
over the thickness of the stripe domain film, and provides the
effective bias .from the permalloy. The amplitude of this quantity,
H Z , is found by integrating equation 3.48 and suppressing the X-
dependence:
H Z	 an?wM	 exp	 ,r4,rnZ ` - 2 exp -4^n (Z	 h/)
n-1 n;	 1h
+ exp (- 4vn(Z + h)
	
(3.49)
1
r
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Equation 3. 49 ,is plotted in figure 3.23 for the case a - 1 and
an = 0 for n ^, 1. This is the case of symmetrical stripe domains
in which the Z component of magnetization varies sinusoidally as
a function of distance in the film plane; MZ (X) = M sin 2ttx/X.
.
	
	
The physical meaning of HZ is- when the normal bias field is
raised above 1 e run-out threshold, all unpinned stripes contractto bubbles. S) r pes that are pinned at the eodfi byAhe two
permalloy s^^ es do not pull loose and contract, to bubbles until
the,bas fieldis raised by a value equal. to H Z above the run-out
threshold. At this point the total fiel under the stripe, the
sum of the field from the permalloy and %te  bias field, equals
the run-out threshold. This is how H Z is measured experimentally.
I
Figure 3.23 sh
	
5	 ows °several interesting and important relationships.;
!	 (1) 'I've pinning field from a permalloy strip, with no in--
	
l`	 plane bi.as,"can be as large as 2.55M, where M is the
magnetization of the. stripe containing garnet.. For
nxamnle x If A vM is 200 .Oe.. then Hry can. be as_ h3 ah as
41 Oe,
(2) it is important that the space, A, between the permal-
loy and the top of the garnet be „ as small as possible.
For example,. if X	 1.0um. Z is 1'um, and h = 2p;m; then
HZ is only 12 Oe instead,,of 41 Os, as it would be if
Z - 0.
(3) The maximum value of H Z occurs when h/X.= 0.2. if the
film is thicker, H2 is smaller because H is the aver--
age HZ over the whole film thickness. 1i the film is
thinner, then HZ is smaller because HZ is smaller for
the same .reason as than the electric field outside a
parallel, plate capacitor is nearly zero;
3.5.2 " Asymmetric stripe Domains'-
	
When a normal field is applied to an array of stripes, they be_ 	 j
come asymmetric, i. e. , the even numbered stripes,have a differrat^,t
width. than the odd numbered stripes. This case is treated math-
ematical.ly by first finding the Fourier components of the asym-
metric magnetization distribution to fit in equation 3.47_. These
are then inserted into equation 3.49 to yield HZ.
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As an example, consider the case in which the stripes are biased
so that the width of the odd numbered stripes is X/4 and the width,,,
of the even numbere4'stripes is 3X/4. This is illustrated in
figure 3.24. The Fourier components of the magnetization are:
The zeroth term does not contribu to_to HZ . Equation 3.50 is in-
serted into equation,._3.49 to yield H
	 In the case that Z = 0 andh/X = 0.2, yielding H Z = 1.88 M. Thf; is lower than the 2.55 M
of the symmetric case. The following are numerical examples:
(1) X = 16pm t 4M	 200 Oet
Then Hz
	 30 Oe.
tion between the garnet
(2) X -,= 16pmo 4nM = 200,_Oe,
width = X/4- Then HZ =
small separation betweei
Z = 0, h = 3.2pm, stripe width
This is a case of zero separa-
and permalloy.
Z	 0.16pm,h = 3.2pm, stripe
25.6 Oe. This is a case of very
,i the garnet and permaijoy.
(3) X = 16pm, 4-RM = 200^_Oe, Z = 1.tpm, h = 3.2pm, stripe
width = ^/4. ' Then HZ = 6.15 Oe. This is a case of
large separation between the permalloy and garnet.
Here the higher an terms in equation 3.50 do not contri-
bute.
(4) X =_16pm, 4nM = 600^_Oe, Z
	 1.6pm, h = 3.2pm, st#pe
width = X/4, Then Hj = 18.4 Oe. This is the same as
case 3, except that rM has been increased by a factor
of three.
(5) X = 4pm, 4wM = 200 Oe, Z = Op h = 3.2pm, stripe width
lilm, then HZ ,j= 15 Oe. This is a case of very high
density stripes.
3.6 Field Calculations for C urrent.Accessed Propagation Structures
3.6.1 Average Field Gradient From -a-Stripling
The forte that a current accessed propagation circuit (stripline)
exerts on a magnetic bubble or a stripe domain is proportional to
the in-plane component of the gradient of the normal field from
	
J
the strip1ine. The geometry isdisplayed in figure 3.25. The
force in the x direction is proportional to:
Z
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Figure 3.25 Coordinate System for a Field Gradient from a.
Stripline Conductor.
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cwhere H2 ishe normal component of field averaged over the film
thickness. These quantities are calculated below.
consider an infinitely small diameter wire carrying a current di.
By Ampere's law, the field from that wire, dH, at a distance S is:
dH = 2	
^N	
( 3.52)
irk
in electromagnetic Units, and the normal Component is:
_ 2xdi _ 2	 (3.53)dH ^- S2	
x2 + z2
if,,this infinitessimal wire is placed a distance g above a garnet
film of thickness h, then the average field over the film thick-
ness is
h+g
dH	 l	 2xdi	 _d_L
z h 5
	
x2 +Z2
(3.54)
d-H _ 2h	 tan-' C , _ tan-' X,
For a stripline of width B as shown in figure 3.25, the field
should be averaged over the width of the stripline as well:
"	 H^	 2 H ! x+H
	
tan-' (b+
x
cl)	 (-q)tan^l	 dx	 (3. 55)
	
x	 ))
However, the gradient of that field is the item of interest;
aHz
ax
F __ 21	 X+B 2 tan-' (h+q)- tan' -a)} dxhB t
	
ax	 x 	 x 
	
Xv	 .	 (3.56)
_ 2i	
-1tan l h+
	
tan	 -tan\ ta 	 4• tan` _q
 bg	
., B
X 	 B+X
	
(htq) 
	 (Xl
x'
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This is proportional to the force exerted by the stripline on a	 a
stripe domain or a bubble. The units in equation 3.56 are ab--
amperes, centimeters and oersteds, where ten.._ aimperes equals one
abampere.
	 ti
3.6.2 Nested Serpentine Conductors
	 cc
The single layer serpentine stripe propagation scheme discussed
in section 4.3.2 has conventional serpentine circuits side by
side and depends on the stripe stiffness in order that one cir 	 w	 ^
coif be able to move -/stripe past a "dead-spot" in an adjacent
circuit. An alternative method is to have the serpentine con- 	 f
ductors nested, as shown in figure 3.26. This scheme does not	 1
depend on stripe stiffness and has the further advantage that it
i
will propagate bubbles as well.
Figure 3.27 is the force, or gradient, in the normal, field, 6.Hz,
exerted by one of the two serpentine conductors of figure
3.26. Dote that there are four '"dead spats" per period. Dead
spots are region, in "which the force (or field gradierit) falls
to zero, or belo, the wall motion-, hreshold for the allowable
current ._	 - - A- circuit cannot propagate a 30moin p ,est one Of- its
own dead spots, and a second circuit is required for that. Like--
wise, it is absolutely essential.,that the two circuits not have
dead spots that coincide. The dashed line in figure 3.27 shows
the level corresponding to the maximum coercivity that we have
experimentally observed in a garnet when 50 mA'of current is	 Y;
used. The dead spot in the center (X 0) is then slightly less
than 4 microns wide, while the dead spots at X = + 5 l.un are a
k
	
	
half micron wide. The dead spots at X = + llum have scarcely
any width at all. Figure 3.28 shows where these dead spots are
located in relation to the pair of nested serpentine circuits of
figure 3,,26. The dead spots of the upper circuit are on the top
of the picture, while those of the bottom are shown below. As
can be seen, the x-position of the dead spots do not coincide.
Tiles a stripe or bubble can be propagated by applying pulses of
alternating polarity between the two serpentine conductors. Each
pulse moves the stripe or bubble to the next dead spot.
This circuit can be used to propagate stripes by pulling on their
ends, or it can be used to insert or remove a column of bubbles.
The tact that only a single layer with only a single masking is
required is of considerable econoiY c interest. `'
3.6.3 Non-Nested Serpentine Conductors
Figure 3.29 illustrates the type of serpentine stripe propagators
evaluated and reported in section 4.3.2. These have a low aspect
ratio and thus a low tolerance for stripe bending and bowing
y
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Figure 3.30a sbp,^"o a pair of non-nested serpentine circuits wt-Lb
large aspect ratio.	 These should be able to tolerate large
amounts of stripe bowing, bending and tilting.
	
The width of the
conductor is made as wide as possible in order that each circuit
have only two dead spots per cycle instead of four.
	 As the as-
pect ratio increases, the deviation of the current 4irectionLfrom
the desired direction increases.
	 This can be corrected by in-
corporating slots in the serpentine conductors, as shown in fig-
ures-3.30b and c.
There are two adjustments to be made with the slots. 	 one is to
have equal current down each channel. 	 The other is to ensure that
the ' -gradient,of the normal field does not change sign under the
slot ,  thereby 'creating a dead spot under each slot.
The problem of having equal current down each channel is one that
is solved with an equivalent network of resistors, as shown in
figure 3.31,	 for the case of a three slot configuration.' 	 The
placement of the slots determines the resistance for each current
path, and the placement that ensures equal current in each channel
is shown in figures 3.30b and c.,
The other problem is to eliminate the dead spots below thf
' 
^, slots",
This is done by using a spacing layer between the garnet and the
conductors.	 Figure 3.32 shows the force on the stripe (the gra-
dient of the average normal field) under the slot as a function
of tbe,,separation between conductor and garnet for a 18pm wide
line with a single 2pm slot in the center.
	 Tbe,(^separating layer
must be at least 1.5pm thick in order to eliminate the dead spot,
and 3pm is optimuni.
The use of slots thus permits the .use of very high aspect-non-
nested serpentine stripe propagation conductors that are highly
tolerant of stripe bendingo bowing, and tilting.
3.7
	
Summary and Conclusions of Theoretical Studies
The preceding diverse theoretica\T studies in this section give
information necessary for th^p design of test circuits and informs-
tion about the behavior (^fAAarious multilayer devices.
The interaction between bubbles in one layer and stripes or bub-
bles in another layer was calculated for various geometries.
Coupling is found to be sufficient between stripes , in''one layer
and bubbles in another so that'moving stripes will cause the
bubbles to move a b	 is 'true , for both mdgneto.,I ng with tbeT.	 This
static and ti^ exchange coupling, and even when the stripes are much
pe , bubbles .nar,-Tower than t-
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4xPlicit expressions were derived for the change in run-out
threshold due to changes in any of the following parameters:
thickness, magnetization, characteristic length, anisotropy
field, and exchange constant, It was shown that these param-
eters can be adjusted so that there are large carrier bubbles
in one layer magnetostatically coupled to small data 'bubbles
in another, such that both layers have the same run-out thresh-
old.
A particularly important result is the discovery that stripes
can be placed in tension when their ends are pinned and when
the stripes are biased above the run-out threshold. The stripes
can then be propagated by propagating the stripe ends. The
stripe curvature was calculated and the maximum track width was
found to be more than a millimeter. The pinning force between
magnetic features and stripe ends was also calculated, as was
the propagating force on stripes due to various current ac-
cessed propagation structures.
The theoretical work indicates that a self-structured multi-
layer device with a carrier layer containing stripes or stripes
and carrier bubbles magneto-statically  coupled to data bubbles
in a second layer is a very attractive configuration.
4. 9xPerimenta1 noes tea ions
4. 1 O§J e_g t.J Y.
Conventional bubble memories require the presence of at Least
one propagation feature for each bubble domain. As a result,
the entire memory area is populated with propagation features,
which have a strong influence on device yield. Xt is an object
of the following experimental investigations to reduce the num-
ber of propagation features, and to ultimately remove all such
features from the memory area. This will allow for higher bub-
bl+b densities, and higher device yields due to the reduced number
of'^^propagation features. A multiplicity of bubbles must, there-
be moved with each propagation feature, and the experimen-
tiA investigations reported herein are directed toward this goal.
The designs must be compatible with current access techniques,
whose advantages over field access methods bavo been discussed
in section 2.3.
4.2 ^xarim n al crui i ent_ ano.MethoSI g
Equipment emkoued for the experimental observation. of garnet
materials and propagation circuits includes 4 Reicbert micro-
scope and a 200 watt mercury arc light source. The light beam
is polarized and applied at noral incidence to the sample, where
the Faraday and/or the Kerr effect provide for visual observation.
A television camera and monitor are utilized for ease of observa-
tion. The microscope stage is fatted with several coils to gen-
erate magnetic fields; normal"dc fields up to 120 Oe, in-plane
do and rotating fields up to ISO Oe, and normal rf fields tip to
10 Oe. One Oersted equals 1000/41t ampere turns per meter.
Pulse generators with one amp output and 10 nanosecond risetime
are available for testing current accessed circuits. A video
tape recorder and a microscope camera are used for visual rec-
ords of circuit performance and garnet material behavior.
Processing steps in the preparation of experimental circuits on
garnet substrates include the thermal evaporation in vacuum of
silicon monoxide as an insulating layer, 'aluminum-copper alloy
°or gold as a conducting layer, nickel-iron alloy as a magnetic
future layer, and sputtered silicon dioxide also as an insula-
ting Layer. Standard photoresist techniques are employed with
chrome--on-glass artwork for circuit definition, and selective
removal of material is accomplisbed with argon ion milling.
Garnet dicing, mounting, and wire bonding follow standard inte-
grated circuit procedures.
I°}
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4.3 Experimental Circu
4.3.1 Early Current Accessed Circuit,
The first current access circuit to be evaluated ft(r propagation.
of stripe domains is shown in figure 4.1. This is & scanning
electron micrograph of a serpentine pattern of the type success-
ful in propagating bubbles. Because this has the appearance of
a square wave on an oscilloscope,, this serpentine structure is
r	 also called a square wave conductor. The permalloy bars are
located to move the stripes off the regions where the field
gradient is insufficient to cause domain motion, and also to be-
termine which direction the stripes are to be propagated. The
experiments indicated that a more complete circuit is required
to propagate stripes, a circuit that includes a stripe generator,
annihilator, a barrier to isolate the stripes from domains out-
side the propagation area ) and possibly means to prevent the
stripe domains from collapsing.
Experiments were also carried out with a square wave circuit
without the permalloy in order to provide information about the
current strengths required to overcome stripe coercivity in typi-
cal stripe gernctt:a Fig-" re- 4. 2 1-- a composite photograph of the
switching of a narrow stripe end from one potential well to an
adjacent potential well and back again using a 10 usec bipolar
current pulse with a field amplitude of approximately 100 O'e,
lam:
instead of using magnetic features to move domains from low field
gradient regions, an alternative method of providing the offset
is to push by generating an excess of stripes on one end_. The
stripes repel each other with magnetostati.c force,- so when anew
stripe is generated, it pushes on its nearest neighbors, which
in turn push on their neighbors. The stripes are pushed by a
generator and pulled at the stripe ends by square wave serpentine
circuits. An invention disclosure has been filed on this concept.
Figure 4.3 shows an experimental version of the circuit known as
an asymmetric sine wave. This circuit was fabricated from gold
and permalloy on glass substrates, and tested on both high and
low Q garnets. Some preference of stripe ends was found for the
widest part of the pattern, provided the garnet is biased for
very narrow stripes. A stripe end will. slide along the circuit
toward the wide part but moves only about one micron per current
pulse. Hence, many pulses are required to move the stripe end
along a quarter period of the circuit. It was not found possible
to observe stripe motion past the wide part with currents that
the circuit could. safely support.
IL
Figure 4.1. Scanning Electrom Microqraph of a
Serpentine Circuit with Permalloy
Bars.
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Stripes can. be weaved by ^.ong straight strip].ines parallel to th+s
stripes.. An are ;^ o^ such striplines can be us+sd to propagate
stripes, and s^ ^^ an array has been b^;,Ll.t and demonstrated« [iow^-
ever, the first experiments Were nab conducted with such an array
ab al,l, but with a serpentine condrxctor. This conductor was
xotated 90° from thc^ usual orientation so that it ran. parallel..
to the stripes, end the distance a pulse of .given emplit^ude Moved
a stripe was measured, ^n this experiment, a high bias stripe
was initially set so that it was 12_.5um from the conductor on one
side and.. 62«5^,m from an adjacent stripe. on the other :side. A,
current pulse was applied to the line and the distance the stripe
moved recorded. Another current pulse was applied, and so on,
until. no further change in position. Gould be observed« Aa^tex
reinitialization, the .process was repeatedat a different current
amplitude. Figure 4«A is a graph of the maximum distance a
stripe moves wl.th multiple pulses as a ^unetion off:pulse. ampl,-
„ tulle. Also on the graph are the number of cne usec pulses at
eachcuracent value required to maximize the distance.. As the
stripe.,moves., it eventually encounters t;he repulsion o^ the
flankl.ng s^f:ripe ands competition results. In all cases it was.
observed that the moving stripe would cause: the ad^ac ►;^^t stripe
to move 3n the.. same cx^.rccuzon,^ ,^.ne pnvtiograprts ^:^^ ^;^^^^c ^;,.T
show this. behavior for a current amplitude o^ :1.94 mA« Tk►is shows
that pushing on one stripe in a lattice will push other stripes
in the lattice«
A two Layer conductor array waa evaluated`Eor .stripe propagation.«
This is an array of long straight .conductors in which the odd
numbexccl conductors are pulsed first, then the even numbered con.--
ductors are pulsed, the. odd numbered conductor_ again, and.. so on
The connections are made externally on this circuit, thus it can
be used,: to study both two phase and three phase propagation.
The circuit wastested with bused stripes. Tt was £ot^^nd that
the .stripes could. be propagated reliably and repeatedly both. for._
^^ards and backwards with ;pulse :currents of only 10 mA.
9.3.2 ,Offset _Serpentine Array,^	 ,
^^	 „	 A two phase single Layer structure involving dust a single
`
	
	 evaporat3`on ^.s -atlown to figure 9«6 At one. end o^ the structure
is a set of conductors used for,;
	
	
generating stx^.pes and for
pushing. the stripes: into the propagation region.; Once in the
^'	 region, the generated stripe is propagated by the offset serpen-^
:^	 binestructures, pu7.ling on the ends of the stripe. Tkaere are.
E	
^	 four serpentine structures on each side, two of one phase and
^.^	 two oriented one quarter wavelength from that phase.. The sets:
;'	 , are pulsed alternately. ...Conductor :numbers 1, 3, ^, and 7 are
:^ ^: `,
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Fiqu^	 ^_^9raphs of Stripe Heinq Pushed Away
From serpentine circuit, CorreepondinQ to
the Greph of Figure 4.4.
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pulsed £first; tte polarity ct£ the. pulses on coa^ductors ^ and 7
is opposite to the polarity of the pulses an conductars 1 anal ^,because conductors 3 and 7,;^='ravc:^^`^een. inverted to avoid current
.	 build-up on the . : bus line 'st the eiin,^. "` Next, the even numbered
' ,'	 conductors are pulsed, and so on. 1ach pulse should move the
„ ,' ^	 stripe one quarter wavelength. To e^ urinate bowing of the wall,
an rf tickle Meld is superposed on , he externa]. normal bias
£ie],d.
This' circuit was Fabricated and exerca,sed, 1'he stripy generator-
` at one end generated stripes, and the ^;. ,^ traight conductors expel--
a.ed the stripes into the propagation region. The offset eerpen-
tine structure on the sides: propagated those stripes even though
an rf tackle field was not used. The circuit in its present
form, however,. has one .,important component missing, which cre-
' ated an unant3.cipated problem. A means £or .pinning . tk^e ends o
the stripes was not included, and as the stripes were pushed into	 ^?
a neighborhood containing other domains,'the stripes became
.shorter, contracting into. dumbbells and bubbles. This circuit 	 '^
needs permalloy strips along the sides of the circu rc`to couple	 `'	 ^
to the ,ends of - the .stripes and .prevent them from contracting in	 '!
length. A current conductor alonr,^ the sides is an alternate
metY►od of accomplishing the same goal. A prime economical and
" pa:actcal advantage of this circuit is that , only one conductor
Layer is- requix'-ed,	 ,^
F gure 4.7 shows the test circuit w^.th permalloy str3;,psfor the
single level two phase serpentine stripe propagator. A^single
stripe is visible in figure 4.7. The stripe is pushed forward,,
or backward., once step at a time from alternate serpentine con--
ductors. The ends of the stripe are pinned by permalloy'strips 	 j
at the sic?e The , circuit must be operated at a normal bias
field that is greater than the run-out threshold, which ^.s
necessary , 3.n order that the stripe be under ter^^.^icr^ and be vela- 	 <
tively straight. The higher the bias f^.^eld, t^^e higher the ten-
son, and the straighter the stripe..
^,	 ^
The permalJloy strips qi^ an effective ,job of stripe pinning.. .The
{	 j^ bias £'field could be raised nr^t only above the run-out threshold.,
`"
	
	
but approximately 10^:above the: bubble collapse threshold as
^e1,1 without collapr^=ing the stripe. The margin can be expected
^*	 to increase"as the number of stripes under the ,,permalloy is in-
;;:.creased to normal operating evels, and with ^'^rther improve-
°:menu in pinning bar design.,
''	 Stri e^ doma
	
,^
,;	 p 	 ins are-easily and effectively nucleated by a set of
^^	 three conductors shown at the bottom of figure 4.7. A single{
^f	 °, ` `50' nsec; 9DO mA pulse applied to the bottom conductor' nucleates
;,	 ^ a complete stripe pinned at the permalloy bars, over the normal
j -	 ^ t
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b3. as ^^.+^ld rangy o:^ 56-.66 oe * This coin ^,^.so be done with two
ccampiimentary pusses o^ l.owc^r amplitude on the two -4bottorn con^-
ductors, Subsequen3:pulses on the upper two conduc^ars translate
stripes into the propagate test eras.
Vince into the propagate test area, the stripe is moved piecewise
by the serpent^.ne conductors. A current threshold o^E 5 to 14 tnA
is required in a serpentine circu^.t to reliably move a short sag-
anent a^ the strl.pe to a new ec^uilil^rium position. Tl^e amount o^
	 ^^
currant required depends on the excess normal. b^.as ^ir^ld above
the run-out threshold, This is^shown in the curve o^ figure 4.8,
The mason for l^ *^^,s Uehavior is that the higher the b^.as, the.
higher the tension in the. stripe.,'and the greater the tendency
for the ad,^ scent segments to pul.]. back the moved segment from the:
;new pas^,tion,
.. .
Figure. ^.9 .presents a dour step sequence detaili?^g the rnovemer,t
o^ a str;ige end translating one half' cycle under the legit hand"
setoff conductors» morn the starting ^ositi^n sl,^own in figure
,i «^a, tt^e required pulse sequence ^,s 4 ^`" 3 l', which is shown
in ^igurc^ 9 » ^t^ through e, respectively « The second. halt cycle
would ^oll.ow With ^° ^^ 3` 1 » Under normal operating-cond^t3^ons,
_'	 ^:onduGtci-s ^ and ^, as W+^al: as 3 and ^, are operated alternately
in pairs, reducing the eight steps per cyol.e dawn to dour. xn^;
addition., conductors 1 and 2 should ba phase sl^i^`tad one half'
^^	 ^^^ cycla^ al^.owing tl^e pairs d--2 and ^^1, to Ue actl.vated with the
:same polarity pulses, A single pulse would there^o>~e Ue suffi-
dent to activate dour o^ the conductors at the samt^ time with a
total. o^ dour pulses required to move tl^e ontire stripe one com^
p1.e^G8 cyc^.e
	
,,
The purpose a^ this study was to hest a canlbination system which 	 i.
Cl^ get2crstes st y.^.,pas: (^ cor^t^.nuo^.^sl.y p^,ras t17^ str3.pc^s on
separate permalloy p3.zzn3.ng
 strips over a range o^ Uias ^ie^.ds
arxd ^^^ propagates the stripes: along in a spatially separated
stepwise ^as'hion» The goad, was to leaxn enough about such come-
	 _,
binations to itnprova, redesign, and utilize them ^ox^ future de-
vices» A nutnUer o^ observations were noted:
(17 The generator conductor is also tl^e current return path
for the serpentine: conductors . This is undesira,laJ.e,
because when the stripe is near the c,^enerator, current
^,n t^ncz a^ the serpentine conduct©rs returns.. t:hro^rc^h a
seg ►nent o^ the gQnerator and causes a correspond,inq
se^^r^ent o^ they strips 
..^o move thc^ wrong way«	 ''
....
. ^;
-	 ^ ,^
.^2) ^^ hr^ ,magnetostr^.ction a^ the ga rnet, coupled with' the
__	
stra^^1 0^ the conductors on the garnet, sometimes
,,	 cause^,s the stripes to favor locating sl,ong the . .serpen-
^:	 tine c^z^ductrars even when the .current is off.
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(3) The equilibrium pasit^ans an the two serpentine cir -^
'	 cults axe so close together that the. stripe domain can
^,	 rest at those positions on both circui`^s ah, once with-^
.out much bending. Unless. a very high bias ^ie].d and
'	 tackle Meld axe used, the stripe is not sti^^ enough
to be eased catf the equil^.brium position o£ the non.-
accessed circuit. When that carauit is accessed, the
straps may move the wrong way.
(4) The pinning bars arc too wide, generating a situation
^	 where a complex stripe structure can exist under them.
This sometimes. causes the stripe ends to move when the
normal bias Meld. is increased, and a5 partially
caused by the„ bias Meld not perfectly al^.gned ^aormal
^-	 to the f7.m.
'	 4.3.3 Maanetically:Assisted Serpentine Circuits 	 `''
Researchers at the Ph ^. p Research Laboratories have published^^^aa series o£ articles ^	 describarg their investigations o
bubb^.e circuits having both weld accessed and. c ►^rrent at^naSs.°d
Features. 0^ pa.rticu^r i;;tGLeet to t"rs pxogr^m are the mag_
-	 neta.cai^.y assisted, current accessed bubble propagation .and
stretcher designs.. These circuits have . Na^'e features that, in
general., are located aver a conductive strip7.^,ne, as displayed
'	 in ^agure 4.10. Bapol.ar current pulses and an i.n^-plane magnetic
field are required £or successful propagation of lbubbles.
^	 The series of drawings in ^agure ^.^.^, depict the motion of a bub-
ble through. the circuit of figure 4.1Qa with the appl,cataon of
bipolar current pulses in the presence of an i n^-.plane magnetic
field. With thein^ -plane field d.^ected to the left, the bubble
motion is to the right, a s shown..
The Philips circuits da,spl.ayod in Figure 4,.10 have been modified
in design cQnfiguratan for the purpose o^ propagating stripe
domains. Figure 4,1'2 shows one desa.gn, where stripe propagation
3.s accomplished by translating each end of the domain. Bipolar
current pulses axe required in each serpentine leg of the-car-
cult, an addition to an in-plane magnetic field, Mahon. of the
ends of the stripe domain is similax to that of a bubble domain
depicted in figure 4.11. The long aonductars at the tap of the
circuit are. employed ^o c^ez^erate stripe domains.
A second circuit design is presented in figure 4.1.3, where each'
^``	 magnetic bar at figure 4.12 has been replaced by a magnetic chev-
ron. Although . the period to gap ratio for the chevrons nay not
be optimized for field accessed propagation, the concept tendered
,,
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^.^ ^ circuit that may operate with either ^iel.d s.ccessed cr cur-
rent accesses tech7tiquea. Propagation o^ sta^^ae dams^.ns through
the use o^ chevrons and rata^ ,ing Melds have been dem©nstrated in
-^ the past. V^ith currenb accessed conductors these chevrons
should propagate bubb^.^s or str^.pe ends in the same manner as the
bar circu^.t o^ Figure 4,1^,
?' nne of the advantages in designing this type o^ circuit is to ex^-
tend the time ava^.labl.e far testing purposes.	 ^^ is almost ^.n-^
,	 evitable that the current accessed circuit will become an open
circuit, wither due to operator errgr or test equipment malfunc-
^^	 tion,
	
This design will hope^ull:y extend the useful test time, ^.
the circuit Uecomes open, by emplaynr^ Meld accessed techniques,
Testing- the circuit with Ni^r'e chevrons demonstrated that propaga-
1	 Lion o^ stripe domains can be accomplished with both Meld across
and current access 'techniques.	 With a routing ^:ield peak value
of 6Q Qe, :and a normal bias Meld Qf 50 Oe, stripe domains were
propagated along the chevron taws,	 The stripes shavred consider--
able hawing at thdir center:,	 Measuring the normal. Meld value to ^	 4^;
collapse a £tee stripe, and also a NiFepinned stripe, indicated. ^'
^?w+s the mae^netostatic coupling betw^:en ^,he chevrons sand the
_^_	
_.	 >stripes was '^appraximatel:y 9 ve,	 This cv-up,lyn^, 	 ^ ?^^1a^ively smal?-,
- _and explains the stripe curvature. ,,^^ the chevrons were :located
between the conductor-and the garn^-^^, the coupling would be con- .
siderably granter. 	 Reversing the d^,rectian o£ the in-_plane Meld,
'	 approximately 15 Oe, caused the :propagation direction to xeverse,
Prapagatian of the ends a£ stripe c^emains was observed while em- ^
ploying' current accessed techniques,	 With an in-plane field of
approximately l^ Oe^ a normal bias field of 52 Qe, and bipolar
current pulses o^ + 2a mA and l/3 user duration, stripe propaga-
ti^n under and neap the conductors was observed.	 ^?ue to the weak
NiFe to stripe coupling, propagation of the. entire stripe domain
was. not .accomplished.. 	 Generation and propagation of stripes in
the'long generator section o^ the circuit was success^ul.	 Under
all*. circumstances of current access, there was na propagation when
the iri-plane ^3.el.d was removed.
^,
43 9	 Segmented .Chevron ^^^3::Ycuit
;'	
.	
^ third permalloy assisted current access. circuit has been de-
:^	 signed which does not employ serpentine conductors, and incarpor-
aces anew concept a^ segmented chevrons.	 Figure 4.1^ displays
.
;^	 this circuity showing the segmented chevrons located. above ... the ;t
^'^canductors^ and al^^o showing three long rows o^ normal chevrons.
.The principal advantage o^ this. design over the previous two is
that the conduat^^^`'_ ^,s wide and straight and sloes not have to ';
meander back a^^d ^^rth, and thus has - much lower resistance, and
^,
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is easier to Labr3.cate. : This design s^.as^ requires the presence
o^ an iri»p^.ane ^ieJ.d perpendicula^ k to the stripy domains-, ri
add^.tion to bipal^ ►r current pulses, Figure 4.1.5 depicts the
motion a^ s bubb^.e a^.ong the segmented dhevrons o^ ^^,gure 4.14
under magnetic Meld cycling,
Nfagnetization in one o^ the segmented chevron bars, para^.^.^sl to
tho Lang edge, ^.^ shown in figuxe 4 ^.6 as ^ furictian of the ^ie^.d
troth the strip lines H;^^ far s,n app^,ied in^»plancs Meld Hs a^ 25 qe.
The chevrons .shown in figuze 4.J.4 have an interior angle o^E 900
between ne^.Qhbars, which cc+xrespands to the 45o curve of figure
4.16. This curve shows that a conductor generated field of 25 oe
will either saturate or demagnetize chevron A a^,ong its long
dimensis^ri, depending ors the polarity o^ the current puJ.se in the
strpline. ^, bipa^.sr current. pu^.se which produces a Field near
75 oe wi11. be ^ good cornpromiae for proper operation of both
ahevrans, Por a ^.ine width o^f 28 micrdns, this corresponds to a
,current of + 335 ^^, or ^ loo mA far a l6 micron widel.ine
..	 ..
The segmented chevron. circuit can bc^ operated either with current
access ar with field access..` When the c^.rcut is operated with
Meld ^socess ^_ the c^xtc^rna^. in-slang .field lioc s not rotate 3fiQ°
around and around as is the case for norms]. chevrons but rather
rotates bs.ck and. ^torth, through a total. sweep of 18 p . When
operated in `a current access mode, an aa.ternating current in the
conductor supplies an a].ter'^,ating ^.n-^p^.sne ^iel,d which, when com-^
biped with an e^tternal. do E^.e1.d, r.auses domains to be propagated
in a d^.rection opposite to the do field» The direction of motion
can lae reversed by reversing the dizeation a^ the do field, How
the propagation works is illustrated in figuxe 4.15.	 ;^
The advantages of the segmented chevrons for prapagatii^q domains
are:	
,
1. The conduotor is straight and broad and. can thus have
low resis^^ance. The conductor does, hat meander ,like the
serpentine conductors. required for the other permalloy
aided circuits described in the previous section,
2. The conductor runs ,perpendicular to the. stz^ipes, so the
field £rom the-conductor exerts na farce that would tend.
to move the stripe . `4 ^^The conductor can be p],aced above
the: perrnalloy or below tre perma],loy, in contrast to the
other permalloy aided circuits described ^.n tha previous
section. Those. circuits requ^.re the conductor to be be-
tween the garnet and permal^loy, seriously degrading the
coupling between the p^^-malloy and stripe.
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3, Because the permalloy can be next to the garnet, the
segm^:nted chevron Cain be self--pinning, i.e., the chev-
cons can p^.n the ends af' the str;^^ses end prevent the
stripes from contracting to bubbles even when the bias
field is ^,arger than the run-out threshold.
9. .The segmented chevron can be used either in a f^.eld ac-
cessed mode or in a current accessed mode:.. This can be
qu,^,tc^ useful in experimentally analyzing the performance
of an experimental device.
5. The do in^-plane field. can be quite small, and is re-
versed dnly when the direction of propagation is to be
	
j
^
	
	
reversed« thus, the do field dons not.. impact the power
or the speed of the. device.
^	 The disadvantages of this design are related tb str.^,pe cutt,-jf^g.
`
	
	
There is a normal csamponent of field. from the conductor tha ^is
a maximum at the edge of the conductor. ^^ this fie^,d is t a
large it can cut the stripe. The narrower the conductor and the
;^arther away from the garnet, tl;^e smaller th^^ s effect,. Propaga ^	 -tion .^.^, stri^''e,^c, ^.; ^^,^h;h ±^^';'^ ^ r:Y^nrn,,. r3.",l!'!d^t^'I rar_.r^i^,,'s^+ f.r^^ ^,nc;wi 1,^1 A wi #^lZ_	 „_F ,.... _.
out cutting the stripes.	 ;;
Figure 4.14 displays the circuit that t^tas tested, Segmented
chevrons are used as prapagat^.ng ^lements,l full chevrons are. used
as stripe generators.. Thf^ permalloy was .placed on tap of the
candu'ctor instead of between the stripline and teh'garnet, and.
r^suJ.ted in weak coupling between the stripes and chevrons. The
circuit was unfortunately fabricated on a garnet thathas..a Long
dafect th^;t runs diagonally ..across the circuit, which prevented.,: 	 ^'
full operata.;on of the circuit..
^,	 '
^^ The zero in-plane field coupl,i^ag between :stripes and segmented
chevrons can be measured b`^''measuring the difference in run-out
	 ^	 '
^threshald for stripes under the permalloy^ * and stripes not under
	
t
the permalloy. This was found to be y an1X^^aboa't ^ Oe far both
normal chev`.^^ons and. segmented chevrans . Operating bias i,s , 6^ Oe
This weak c,o^,^^^7^.^,ng ;i.s due t4 the l,axge separat;^,on 1^etw.^en t^i^'
garne^a"^nc^ 1permalloy. Had the c^lircuit been made with the perm-
^"	 albs next to the garnet, the coupling wauld have. been much
larger.	 i
'	 Propagation. was `^- p sted in the ^;.eg of the circuit not blooked by ,	 ,^
,,	 ^^ the defect.. Prap^gation was achieved bath in the Held..,access.
cs mode and^the currentacc^ss mode. A schman plot was made of the
ret^,on of propagation: ^ plat of the locus of the.. coanbination	 '-
of `:;n-^plai7e bias L^.e1.d dnd str3.pl.^.ne ,current ^mp^.^.tud^ that pra^-
pagates stripes, which is shown in figure x.17. Propagatan is
,,,
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achieved w:^h an in--plane. field as law as 3 Oe an.^^ a
pulse amplitude as law as 100 tnA in each conductor.
plane Eield is inc^^cased, the required pulse current
in general, is also increased. Propagation failed w;
pulses shorter then one usec. Th^.s corresponds to a
city of 8m/sec, which is close to the limiting speed.
''	 in the garnet material...
current
When the in--
amplitude,
I.th current
domain.velo-
of domains
The segmented chevron stripe propagator is extreme'] ,y promising.
Yt is the most attr^ 'sctive of the permalloy assisted current ac--
cess'ed propagators..' 2t is self-pinning, fast, can be Fabricated
with the permalloy nest to the substrate, has low .registration
specifications, requires lcw power, and can be operated as either
a f3,e1d accessed. or current .accessed device...
9.3.5 Str3.pe Domain Curvature
As an empirical verification of the theoretical calculations pre-
stinted in section 3.4.6, two experiments have.-been performed,
Both experiments involved the generation. and propagation of so--
fated stripes in chevron devices similar to that shown in figure
3.1.9.. Stripe domains were propagated back and forth along'the
t.._.,.k ^ th^ ..t, .. ^'2 ^° •.ri^° by re:'^y$i;;g, ^Mt;r;_ rair^r ti "L^Y^ rs-r rnt^a«.1.G V"	 -^J.	 c Va^^Yrl/a	 ^,.r	 v-v	 -.»^..... e.^
Lion of the. drive f^.eld being careful. to preserve the phase
sense at all time. At the end of each Field applicr3tion the
amount of distortion, shown. as z in figure 3.1.9, was measured.
Two situations were considered. Tn the first, the stripe curva-
Lure was measured as a function of the rf tickle. field, Hr ,
while the bias and drive field amplitudes Hand Hr remaine^ con-
start. Sn the second, the bias field amplitude. was varied wh `^ ^e 	,
Hr^ and Hr remained constant.. Using equation 3,45, this data
allowed for the calculation of the effective coercivity HC.
Borth experiments weave performed on a three sided,1.2.7um period
chevron device fabricated on a YIJaTmGaFeO garnet. The relevant
garnet .properties are; h - .6.21 um, 4rcM = 11^ Oe, Hk = 1060 Oe
and R = 0.752, T.he device employed. was 185um wide and about.
1Q00^am long.
	 ^`'^
^^
	
1 The results of the f3.rst experiment are shown. a.n figu;re 9.18.
	 ;^
`^,
 J
Two calculations were performed. The. coercivity H C was f3,rst
calculated using only the normal. bias Field H xn t`he second.,
,. j^ the coercivity He* was found usa.ng the value H + HRf as the
,fL
	 effective bias field seen by> the garnet, where HRf is„ the. ,peak
^^
	
	 value of rF bias tickle field. As eatpe=cted, the efFecti.ve co--
ercivities area stxong function of the rf tickle. Field:., showing
a tendency to level out as HR f reaches h^,ghea "values , ° The ef- ::
feat was manifested.. in the stripe as an increase a.n the a:adiu,
of cua:vature with increasing HRf , ^..e., the stripe was straighter
at higher rf amplitudes,
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In the second experiment the rf tickle field was held constant
,^ while the bias £ekd was varied. The curvature was measured,.
and the caercivity wa y calculated from equation 3,9.6. As ex-
pecteci, the coercivity remained constant within experimental
error. This. lends confidence in the theory.
	 °^>
As a refinement to the theory, the data on curvature of the. stripe
was fitted. to a catenary instead of an arc of a circle, bud the
difference was found to be negl^tgible.
4.4	 Macrnetic Features and Tn-Y^lane Fields 1
During the initial testing of stripe propagation devices,^.ncor--
porating permalloy pinning ba^.`s, Stripe ends were abserved to
creep along the. permalloy bars as the bias field was increased..
This phenomenon has been attributed to the domain pattern in the
permalloy bars interacting with in-plane components of the :bias
field.	 As indicated schematically in figure 4.19, ap,^ropriate
domains in the permal^.oy bars: grow as the a.n--piano fa.elc^ compo-
Went is increased ] carrying the stripe ends along.	 fir. the ex-»
treme, this phenomenon call sweep the stripe domain completely off
one end of the device.	 Although this phenomenon should not be a '^
problem with a £ull.y populated stripe, arra y , it is ,a bothersome
problem when, testing devices. populated with only a single stripe.
To overcame this problem simply requires an alteration ofthe
domain pattern in the-^ permallo^ bays.	 This can be easily accom- f
plshed by the ttse of a small in-plane Meld perpendicular ^^ the '"
N^'e pinning bars	 (i.e., parallel to the stripe), as illustrated a
in f^.gure 4.20.	 Using 50^m wide bars and 5 to 11 Oe in-plane
`	 fields, it has been observed. that pinned stripe :domain$ are ex-
tremely stable. as the bias field is vari d through values from
the run-out f^.eld HR 	up to 25^ over the^bubb].e collapse field,
'
`
Ho.	 The magnitude o^ this in-plane field is limited°only by the
value at which the pole. strength at the inside edge of the pinning
bar becomes strong enough to s lice the stripe. domain-.
	 Typcal
values for this threshold are l5 to 17 Oe, allawing .. ample. margins
for thorough testing of present devices. `'
Ttie use of t'he perpendicular 	 ,n-plane field provides improved ^'.
stripe end pinning while at"the same. time reducing device sensi- ^^^
tvity to a parallel in-plane field. 	 ,;This perpendicular field
can also be supplied by theuse of permanent"magnet traterials in
,^
b'^
the bars,	 as weal as by a slight , canting,.;af the deva.c^:^^ with. re- > R
spect to the normal. bias field.
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Simplified R^piresentaton of the Pinning Bar-Doma2,n
^
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Interaction,
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a)	 Domain Configuration with No In-Plane Field
^`
J	 b)	 Domain Configuration with an In-Plane Head Component ^
Along the Length of the.Pnnng Bars.
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4.^ Garnet Materials.
4.5,1 Obiectives
..,Before device designs can be finalized., it is .important to kncSiAr
the range of material parameters that are available in bubble
supporting garnets.. It is also very helpful to know the defect
density in these mater.^,a1s, which. will affect device yield, size,
and required redundant circuitry. With multiple layer garnets,
the coupl^.ng between layers must be kr^pwn for material choice
and layer thickness, It is the ob ,jBCt of this section to deter-
mine the material,. parameters that are ava:tlable and how they '^'
influence tl^e device design.
4.:5.2. Garnet Survev
The two fundamental material parameters of bubble ti.films are the.
saturation magnetization, M, and the characteristic length, R.
These are. therltwa parameters independent o£ film thickness from
which the other parameters important to bubble operation can be
deduced.	 ^-
A question important for multilayer bubble work is: "What combi-
nations of 4^M and ^ can be made?^' Accordingly, a survey Was.
made of garnet materials from :Sperry Resg^r^^ Center and. Univac
Blue Bell, reported in two publications. ^ 	 The results are
listed in Table 4.2.
When a graph is made of saturation magnetization, 4^rM, vs.	 ^^^^t^,
characteristic length, R., of these garnets, all the paints fall
on a single curve, as shown in figure 4.21. A mathematical re-
],ationship :between the two parameters is found by plotting the-
natural logarithms o£ the. two parameters, and the result is a
straight line as shown in figure 4.22. The equation for that
line is:
,}
a
r,
In 4nM = -.8125 In R, + 4.67
ox	
;
_ 106.7 1 
1.23	 313.8
^	 ^' ^ ^ 4^M /
	
^ 4^rM .1.23	
(4.l)
{
Although no garnetfilms in .the survey were found _that did not
fit that equation, this does not necessarily mean that such films
cannot be made. The impact of the survey ., however, is that gar--
nets that do fit the. equation can be made-aver the whole-range of
4 TrM and: R,
„^;	 , ;	
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Three m^gne^tostat^.c:al.^.y cQUp^.c^c1, pna inch. diameter, drip?., f.^^;^.ay^r
gaxne^ films were made by the Sperry Corpore^^ Research Curter,
each film is compr^.eed a^ two (YSm) 3 (G$F^) ^ 0 1 meQne^3c ^.tayer:
s^para^ed by s Geda^.^.nium t3al].i.um Garnet ^GC^G) ^aycr. The s^m-
ples ware made rv^th diTferent sc^parr^^^.on Dyer t^ricknessee,
holding the t^h^.cknesses oi+ bo^'h top •and bottom me^ne^^.c ^,^yers
constant ^^ ae closb to 6t^m a^ possible. samples #^., 2, sod 3
hive ^ GGa epi^-layer thickness o^E 2,2aum, 6. ^Um, and 13.75um,,
respectively«
TASL^ g.2
E 4 M R ^}^ ^i ::	 Q h	 ii
^^ ^Oe^ (gym} t0e^ (^^^ (^m^
` (YSmLu7 ^ (Cs^e7 5Q12,^ 300 .2E 15U4 n^200	 5
i
.
i
I
R
(XSmLuC^^ ^ (Gei'e^ ^ a 12 300 , 22 15Q0 ^ 200.
/^VS /y^^V 1r l^
^y
^^00 /^+7r'"i l.V	 T41. ♦ Rf 7
1.r^V^ /V^ ♦ ^^J ^.LVV ^I^+1^	 ^tJ.^G^
..
' YLaTm '1/25f7^C l29 .8^2 ^.0
YLaTM BIS./73C 2.ra3 .37 1G5 ^, r^
YLSTM 4/2'^^73}3 232 , 37 128 3. $
YLaTM 4/'^3,^"73A 21.3 .40 109 2
YLaTM X4128 154 , 65 ^^..„ ^^9f.,::^
Y2.OSm lCa
,
gCe * ^Fe^ ,1^12 15 ^ , 6l
These films settled. one .very impor,tsnt question, vrhethez or not ^:,'
dei~pct-free mu'1tlayer films can be made.. The high qualities a£
the txiple layer ^i1ms can be seen in figures 4,23 through 4.27,
^^ The only defects are in the pnotagraphs, such as the scratch in
the emulsion of :figure 425f. Similar dust--:free ^urnacc facile,-
ties are presently being installed in the Speriry Univac facility
in St. Paul.
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Then m^^ne^os^^^^,c ;;Gaup^^n^ be^w^+^n the btva ma^ncstic ^.^aye^s va^^ea
^ro^1 samp^.^ ^+^ ^atnp^.e, bcsin^ q^e^^^ss^ ^'o^c ^hc^ etna^.^.esb GHQ c^pi
l^yr^r, ^i^d we^►ke^s^ far the ^.t^rQaa^9 ^i^ur^ d^ 	 hc^^^ }1ub^l.as
and stx^.^e^ ^rz ^hcs mo^^ ^^^angl.y c^auplc^d ^rip^,e ^.^yo^ ^^.],m, s^ni-
p^.e #^^ w^,+^h „2.25u^n GGG1 ^+^par^^^otz« ^'iqures ^23a ^Ls 21^un1 wide,
wh^,^,e ^^.quros b, a and d are A^8>a w^.da * ^^.^ure ^^a ehaws bub-
b^.e^ ^^ran^^.y , ca^lpled ^o s^r^pes ab ^^^a app^.^.^d Mold «
^^,	 ^,
^igurc^ d ^8b ahaw^a' bhe s^rip^s^ eo].^.^pain+^ wlzc^n #;.h^ norttlal appJ,od
`	 ^	 ^^^^^ ^ ^.^ 28..5 Qa« Whin rho s^ripas con^x^r^c^, ^1z^y do ^a i
^^rks, c^^ec^i.nq a bubb^.e^ each lima. Bubbie^s axo la^^ bohind by
bho recedi^q s^ript^s. Note ^ha^ ^h^ uncoupled l^ubk^.ic^s ale
smal^.e^ in' diamc^^er ^lzan the aoupied bubb^,os. T1zis ^ bac^u^e
-
1	 ^he^ caup^.inq ^Eie^ld from ^hc^ s^ripc^ is oppa^i^a ^o the nari^za^, sp-
plied ^i^ld„ j^and fiends ^o Qn^.arge ^1zc^ bubblo. ^^.^u^a ^1. ^^c, ^i
^	 ,^ _v .,,88 ae, shows some o^ ^,he stripes have ^.^^^ alb. buy otz^ o^ their
	
^^_1^ul^b^,es and lz^vc^ co^.lapsed ^.a beco^n^ c^aub^.e bubbles « '^^zese ap-^ 	 ,
^	 pear ^.tz ^1z4 ^nicarograp°h ^o be ^n •^ olz bra:^h^er and l^rc^e^x ^^Zan Abe
-	 single bublales « T'hc^y ^^e bra ^ftz^er becnusa ^l^^s palarixed light is
goitzq ^^zrou^lz Ewa bubb^,c^s in^^c^ad a^ onr^, and ara ^.a^,"c^^r k^^c^u^a
o^ the sbra,y Meld a^ each b^t^ble enl^rq^s t^lze a^k^a^.~, ^^^"^.qur
,..	 r.. __ J rS n...
	 a.L+.r_.n w 1 `^ hl^ia =-^k »3 -nra^ z9mvN ^n^ z An^1E4C^. 1E7g\t3.TiC1'	 ^ ^ ,F^:^^ ^1 .—. =ltJ 413: uatvrr.^ n,a.^t, .,^«tom ^.. ^.,.:..:^,..,..,^ ,.o.^..R ...r..a.,.^,..r---r -------^
	
_;;
on^.y c^aupled and. uncoupled bubbles «
^^
^'igurG ^ . ^^ slzc^^,^s coupled bubbles sn^ stripes a^ ^^^^ bias ^3.eS.d
for ssmple f#2, a b^p].e-layer ^.ltn 1^;t^h ^ G.8^^1n t^lzlck ^^^ epi.,
layer« Nobe the ninny e^^,^^c^ren ;` eoup^.r^d ^'?ubblc^ con^ic^uratians,
^'^lt' ct^Upl.i^zQ ^, nat a:5 s'l•.ronq o^ ^}zis S^ruc^u^^e ^ ^^^' sanlp^.e ^^^.•
^`^,qure ^ . 25a sho^vs this same sample with an app^.ied norinel ^^d
a^ ^8. a qe, and ^^.c^ua;e 4.251s a^ an app^.ed bias a^ ^}^., ^ ^^, .^ ^ lze
stripes ^^.^^ con^rac^in^, c^^.sc^or^^.nc^ ^lza^.r bubbles as ahoy do so.
'^1zis con^racbi^a^z ^.^ ,^ er^Cy, bud ^ab^: as ,^ erky ^s for the snnipJ.e a
;^^.c^ure ^1.23^i, ^lzis ^,s ur^ceuse ^tze msgnet^as^a^io caup^,ing be^wec^n
sL• r^.pes and. bubbles ^.^ nab. as stranq for ^^ze s^rucbure w^.^^1 the
G « 8^rm GcaG ^p^.-^^^:^►or a^ =^o^ ^lz^ ^. 2^^am op^.^^.ay^^, ^`^.c^u^o 9 * 28c
is ^^: G2.'7 c^a, sonic ^^ Vitae bubbles sre bc^^^:zzning bo co^.lapse
xhe u3.as ^ie^.d zVas then lowered ^;a 4d.8 oe, lvhic^z is l^c^lotr the
^un^-out t^lz^o^^t^1.r^ for ^1zo ^^aup^.ec1 st^rpo^, anal ^.^ shown 3,n ^,^u
^]25d« '^lz.^^^^^.pos expand ^r^,^ ^lzo }^rik ^,nstzab^^^.^y, push3.ng ^l^o
bncaup^.ed laubbles out dE ^^Zeir way. F^.t^ure ^ X50 slzaws the
doma^.n pa^^ern a^^ar ^tze bias ^,s ra^.sed ^o X87 Ot^,t ,
 ^1z3.^ ^.s ttyo
run-auk ^^zres`tzcaJ.d far ^1zG b>.^lables coupled ^c^ the stripes « F^.gure
^1 ^5^ lzas ^ - G6, 5 tie, .and the non.-caup^.ed blabb^.^s ^za^e c©^,lapsec^,
^,eav3.n^ r^nly ^:^ze coupled stripes and bubbles, The sorabch on bhe
micxagra^,tz ^.^ on ;lie plzatac^raph, nod on the sample « F^,gures A . 2a
and '^ show bubUles caupled ^o p^lzer bubb^.es ldauble bubbles) and.
free bubbles.. ^'rolz ^lzs e^^.^^erence ^.n d^.ameter beiween coupled
anc^ free bubbles, ^"h^ cdupl3.nc^ ^ie^.d can be calculated« All the ,
In3.cz"ar^raplzs in ^i^ure ^•^^ ^1"^ ^^^ Ult1 1V^.de «
1
^^	 i
^.	 ^^	
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_
^^
^,..ea„a s • u
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^ 1
i
f, ^i ^
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	 ^`igure X1.26 shown tripJ.e layer sample. #^, having a GAG ^p^--	 ^^
layer thickness of 13,75um, resulting in the twa mar^netic layers
beLn^ relat^.vely uncoupled. The micrograph a^ a38um wide, Fig-
ores 9.2,'^a and b are 2^.9um rvidQ, a^td show da^^erent film areas
at zero bias. Figure 4.270 is 438µm wide and has H ^ 2^.^ Oe.
The stripes here move with any a small coupling to the bubble
lattice. Somewhat greater coupling is exhibited in figure 427d,
in which the appl^.ed normal Eield is 30.9 de. The probable
cause for-this:,increased coupling is that the bubble lattice is
less dense in figure 4,27d than in ^iguxe x.270.
^.
4.5.4 Magnetostatic Couullnrt in Multilayer Garnets ,
To chaxa,cteraze a triple layer garnet it is :necessary to quanti^
tativ^;y evaluate. it to determine the magnetic parameters of each
layer, ''and especially to determine experimental^.^ the magneto.-
static coupling between domains. in one sayer and. those in the
other. This section describes how this can b^ done, and presents
the measurements for.t'he garnet 1aXers whose micrographs are
shorn in the previous section.
1,'	 IThe thickness o:^ single layer cTarnets are usually measured from
	 ,
optical interference patterns, kTowever, the pattern from a sub.-
strafe with three layers on each side is prohibi^i've ly .^camplex.
The most accurate method of direct measurement is w:Lt'h a scanning
electron microscope. An indardct method of thickness measurement
o£ the magnet^.c 1;^yers can be made by measuring the bubble col--
	
u
lapse^;and run^aut thresholds,. measurihe,^ tk.^e bubble diameter, and
, the magnetostatic coupling can also be calculated from these	 ',
thresholds and. bubble diameters with these formulae, The rele-
vane defin^.,tons and formulae have .:been presented in section
3.2.2.
Suppose that the thickness of each layer .is known. The radius of
the bubbles at the collapse threshold a^ measured by using a com-
^	 pastor on a micrograph, and this yae].ds Xo. Equation 3. 5 is
c	 inverted to gave:
,J
^^
-^-ti	 2	 ^ ^(3/Z ^ ^./xa )	 o	 ,.
;.	 E
and .generates .
 both ?w and k- For example, for the top layer of	 , •^
'	 £i1m #2, Xo = 0.35, 1 = 0,158, and. A, = : 95t,m. NeXt, equation 3.4
yields-^Q = ^o/4^rNS. In the case of the top layer. of the film #2	 r^ ,
this is ^o _ 0.43, so 4^I^i = l46 Oe
	An alternative method .which
^	 :does nit require a direct thickness measurement as to measure the
	 },
rati^a,_ of the collapse threshold tc^ the run-out threshold, and
	 ¢,;
,.;..	 ^;r
I^
r
l00	 ,^	 ,
j
Y	
i
rfind ^ ^rQm the graph"^o^ ^iqure x,28, which is c^J.culate^ from
equations 3.9 and 3.7. Than ^squation 3 3 or equation 3, 5 ^.^ used
ba find X r/h at a given field, and use the measured value. o
the bubble radius r to find. the film thickness h
^ti,	 ^quatan 3. g^.ves the. norr^alixed radius o^ a bubble $s a funct#:on
of ncr'malizod appl^.ed field, Th^,s is shown in f^.gure 9.29 for
Q1^8. Sy using the graph of figtare 9.29, the f^.eld appl#^ed
.;	 to a bubble is determined merely by measuring the radius of the
bubble. ^atice in the micrographa^ of figure 4, 25 that. the coup
led bubbles are larger than tho uncoup^.ed bubbles. ^y measuring
the xadius o^ each, and us^;ng_figure 9.29, one can: calculate the
coupling field. For exam^??;e *^^t e coupled bubbles in figure ^ . ^5h	 „
have a normalized radius a^ ^'.= ^^5 wh^.le the uncoupled bobbies
have a normalized radius of X = t^.35. These correspond to
'EI ^ Q,91C^nd 0.93, respectively, in figure 4.29, and thus the
difference in 'bias field is 9rrN! ^ ( p .43^- 0.91) or 2. 9 C7e	 The
coupling field between carrie^''bubbles and data bubbles depends
oxi the bubble size; the smaller the bubble- diameter, the sma^.ler
the coupling field. Since the bubble size deoreases with in--
creasing bias field, the coupling field also decreases with in-
creasing bias field. This is shown in figure x.30 for sample.#2
_	 ^	 (thickness o^ GGG spacer is b.8um) ,
When a thinner GGG spacer is used., the coupling strength is ire-
,,	 creased. For example, the bubbles in figure 923d tsameple #^.
`with 2.25^m GGG layer) have a coupl^.ng strength. of 11.7 oe. <,
►^^►e coupling Meld of stripes to bubbles is expected to be larger
t^^an that of bubbles to bubbles. ^'or example, the coupling ^;^ield
front a stripe to a bubble in figure 9.^^b is 16 Oe.
a	 o_ th two recedin sectionsThe princ^.pal conclusions dr wn fr m e	 p	 g
`^	 are : ^^.) High quality triple epi-^layex garnet ^i,1.ms can indeed.
be grotan, prorrided the proper equipment is; employed; (^) All the
relevant parameters of these triple layer films can be measured,	 ,;
including the coupling field of one domain tQ the other;
(^) This coupling fJ.eld decreases as the bias field increases;
(4) The coupling field depends on the GCG epi-layer spacer
thickness:; (5) Bubbles can be uncoupled from stripes by raisiing 	
^Gf,
"'the bias field past the stripe rune-out threshold.;. and (6) The	 ^
collapse threshold of couple%^ bubbles is larger than. that of un^-
coupled bubbles by the value` of the . coupling. fieJ.c^. This prop--
P ^
	
arty may be usezul in de^e`cting bubbles in a,data layer buried
next to the substrate.
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5. T^sB^ Veh3eles
	
^^ ^ntroduct3an	 ='
`	 various "test v^hice olrculta have b+^en ^'l^^.i.gned with the in»
	 ,;^
.^tent ^;^ propagating caws of stripe s^nc► ,bu'^^.;;^' s^^msi»s
	 ^ ch
	 :
M
	
	
c3.rcuit contains curx^c^nt ^acoess+^d genexrato^^ ^+^, ^'^ri^ae: d^ aina
at^d bubble domains, ,fin addition° to current as^cessed ca:rcu try
for propsgat^.nq stripe domains by transµa,ting tha ends a
es^:h stripe domain. A general represc^ntstian a^ tha aev ,
design is illustrated ^,n Figure ^. ^.
Stripe domain generators consist oaE a set o;^ . `'long, r,arroW
conductors, which ^^^ a^.$o employed to ,^usri c`^^:tad pull the
newly ^armc^d stxipe domain into the stoxage area. Bubble
domain generators are a^ the. hairpin design, anc^ genera,liy
	
,,'	 are connc^ct,ed in series ;for this series o£ test. circuits..
Several. bubbles mrc^_gen^rated. ^^ the same time with phisp
	
	 arx`angement, and. d^^ ^ not represent the design which ^ ►i11 be
err+^ntually utilixea^^ ^o insr^rt data in the storage area.:
Stripe` domain. ^ro^agat^.on ciz^cuits harrc^ mashy `designs, which
,include magn f^ticall,y assisted circuits, double la^er 	
_
serpentine circuits, and various circuits with ms netic
E	 _	 bias zoz^ s^r^.pe raame^.n ena pinnx.nz^ east reaui^^ or se^^^
t fast vehic,^,es are presenl°^ ^ 11 in= the ^ollowing,;;paragraphs.
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four device designs w^sx+^ selected. ^^ ^^ most xe^^nt^ t^ns^t 	
_.
vehc^.e fabricati,an cycle. Tk:e device:a ^rrs^ shun ase
Figure . ^ ^ ►1'^t+^ layer, tv^o phases squire wave
Figure 5. ^ ;s Permal^.oy a^►siste^d Phi^.ips ` hypes square wive ^'i^1^
side entry,,bubb^;e^ gener^atianr
Figure 5, ^ : k^hilips' G'^gtll^lr0 tivav^s v^ith series doub^.e bubb^.e
~^ x figure 5. ^ . t^odlesat^.G
►n, end	 ^>
!^' ^	 iEied Philips' design wibh series sinq].es bubb^.e
nuc^.ar^tion.
These device designs were sel+^cted to sllaw at lcsast an+s oar
mare variations of each ^^ the basic unatiolYS, including stripe
nucleation, stripe end pinning, stripe ^:rmt'sfer, st;; ipes
propagation, sing^.e and doub^.e but^ble generatiax:, bubble side
entry, and bubb^,e rove transfer, each of these functions 'wiJ.l.
be discussed indivic^ua^.^,y below,
^k	 =
-^
^^
stripe domain nucleation 'has (^een demonstrated by two differe3nt
methods: current pulses throu;h an elor:gated Ytairpin 1.aop end.
...	 ^_LL	
....CAA .^rri ,e4
_+rh'lnt-^
is sproducednpinnad atrbQtl^nenc^s^under^thcs^magnetic bars»=The
current required varies from "l00 to 5U0 m^ x p .2 ^:s, v^'h^.ch
3.s ^. £unction o^ garnet A^tM and tht^ presence or alasr^ncs^ of
a "seed" domain k^eneath the magnetic pinn3,ng bar.. t^nce generated
and pinned, tihs stripe domains are. stab^.e in b3.as fields in
excess o£ the bubble rol^.apse Eie].d by up to ^^x or more.,
	
`	 Finned .stripe domains can be transferred between the conductors
in the generate region by 2 p to 50 mA pulses ^.5 ^o ^^ us long»
A ma,^ or obs,^^ ►cle was encountered in most Philips' type .,devices
when it was attempted to hand of`f the stripes from the generate
region to the propagation lines of the main storage area,.. The
stripe domains were acted on by a variety a£ gradient producing
conditions ^^►hich attempted to pur^h, pu^.l, ox' f lip the domains
into. the control oaf the ;propagation circuitry. However, the,
stripe domains consis^^ent.ly were severed at tine or both ends..,
causing the stripe domains to collapse to b^^bbl.es,,yrhen performed
at laias fie;lc^s greater than. HItO»
	
r
The reason for this behavior became readily apparent after a^
scanning El,eot^°o:n Microscope (SEMI study of two af l^he devices..
	
^^	 Due to the naturi^ o^ the ion milling1fproce.ss used.	 for
conductor ;Line: etching, a trench eras ion. mired. into the garnet.
fi^.m surface ncz^r ^2^e edge of many of the A1Cu conductors, As
shown in Figure ^. ^'' the conductc^;^ edges s'csceptible to
trenching effects are those which are .exposed to an open area of
more than gum from the stripline edge, Str3.pl.ne  gaps of ,2^m
,, ^ ,
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or less experience a less severe trenching effect which does ;.
penetrate the A5Q0 ^ 510 spacer layer between, the: A1Cu and
garnet films. xn;lgenera^ the,.spacinq between ad^ecent lines
is 2um,^^except between the lower three lines 111ustrated in
	
,
the device of ^is^ure 5. 6 ^ thus explaining the. trench pattezn
shown ,	 ;1
',
^[n Figure ^.?, a^M photographs shsaw,.a device which has been
etched in a buffered ElF solution ^^;^::^ ^`,^^:mo^^e the 53.0 spacer ,,
layefi. Note that the AICu lines c^^«;atirti`;, '^asca b^:en att^cked and
significantly reduced in width: ^,^.^^;^^^^ -es 5.7A and 5:78 represent
areas of Figure ., 5.3 labeled. A and'r3-^re%pectively. The trenches
described: earlier are clearly evident. One should recall at
this point that ion milled. channels and mesas are often used
to provide energ^^barriers for the confinement of magnetic
garnet domains.	 In-this case, trenches of 2000 to 5000
^, deptk^ are interferring with the movement o3 stripe and
bubble domains within and out of the generate-transfer region.
Devices of t1'1e two layer two phase square W3Ve variety did. not `^
suffer Pram. any of the trenching effects observed in the Philips'
variety: F?oWever, -3s shown in tho SE^2 phato oy ^^:gur^ 5:5
^`	 the SiO step coverage over :the AICu conductors was ^,ncomplete_`
due to processing steps which followed that 53,0 .deposition.
As a result, magnetic pinning bars provided a c^ntinuaus
shorting bar fox the entire length of the device, effectively
disabling all current ^ecc^ssed functians. 	 i^
.,	
I^	 ^^^
xn spite cif these difficulties it was still possible to
introduce a limitednumber ^^f fully pinned stripe domains
	 ;
into the propagate regi^ans of a number of the Philips' type
deviceti5^, Bi-directional propagation of the stripe domains was
demonstrated using 12 to ^.5 mA x 0.5 us pulses and a bC
in-plane field of + 5 to ±20 Oe. The direct3,on of the.. in-plane
field cozatrols the direction of propagation as explained in
detail in Section 4.3.3. A 1 MHz^r£ tickle field
.
,was used in•
'	 aly cases to reduce the°effects of coercivity, as described in 	 a
Section.3.4.6.
Rows of single .bubbles 'were easily generated withmul^tiple
j	 pulses in the .series hairpin loop conductor and su^osequently 	 '
`F	 transferred to within one line of the propagation region.
t'.
'^ ^	 At this poin'^, the ion milled trenches presented at least ^s	 .
J	 great a barrier to the bubbles as to the stripes.. it was, ^,
therefore, not possible to enter a bubble row into the
propagation region toyproduce; the desired "half lattice"
' ^	 Carrier array. However,: .both. half and full lattice arrays. were
^^	 ^	 ^	 ^^',
created with another circuit, as shown in figure 5.9 (S
1	 ^^
^.
-.	 111	
.,
`^;
(i
:^
j ^ H
. ^^
^^
F1q. 5.6 SEM photo: of yarr.^t eurfac• t^ aft @^ NF remrwal
'	 of Sic),, layors (A1Cu striplincs Mire also
r+trongty et:r.hrd) . Note penetrati.,n of ion
milled trench into tho Qarr:et film aurfac•e of
t.hi^ Phr llp:^' ty^ device.
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F'lg. 5.7 SF:M photo of 2-layer esquaer wave device Hhowinq
y tFe pinning bar ;chortinq ^etwcen two A1Cu :+trip-
line^. 'Chc Sic	 to A1Cu intorfaros are.•
 rlParly
evld^rt. The k^tife edge on the NiF'c bur is al ;ao
a re:;ult rf the lo o
 ton milling angle used.
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nubb^.e rcW nucleation uei.nc^ th+^ ^^d8 8nty teahniquc^ o
figure 5 , ^ has bear► ^ edged t^ns^tabla fox use on present dev^.cee
'1'bo bids ^ie1.d g,rad^.ent requixed ^^ ;move bubb].ea along tlae line
`^ cannot be produced ^?^.trin tfie .margins ava^,lable ^oa^ e^ab^.e
bubbles on the ^:ow 4nM garne^e presently being used...	 As bhe
pro^+^fit progresses to sm^aler bubb`^,e, higher ^^^ materials,
the uias ^a^gins w3.11 inar^sase to a point where th3.s des3,pn nay
^' onae again. be considered.
Doub^.e bubb^,es have been created using ^ sca^.ad variat3,on o
tha standard hairg3.n sint^].^ bubble nucl.eator.	 '^'ha currants
required are. ut^desix'ab^,^ l^^qh	 A^,texna^ive methods c^^ doub^.ec!
bubbl,a generation,	 such '^^ stripe cut^,ing with ga^znet prcapc^rty
I	 I. va^at^one,	 w3^;^^, l^^z ^,nvesU^abed,^	 ^	 ^,I
'I`	 V h cle Sun
!Y,
,A,1.1 functions nacQSSary to dav+sl,Qp a multilayer sc^^.^-^^^^uc^uxed
bubble ^nantoary dav3,ce hive ?ac^en dem^nstratad 	 ^peci^3.ca1,^.y,
thew ^unctians ^.nc^.ude e
stripe dom^^.n and pnna^n.g^ 	
-
^	 ^	 - -	 currenb accQssed pr^pac^abion o^ stripe and bubbl	 domains,
=' ^-	 genar$b^,on o^ arrays of ca-Qxisting stripe and b^UbXe domains	 '^
?' in ono garnat layers
*
-^	 di^^c^rent va^.ues a^ the stxip-out Meld far sing],e and double 	 j
i^ ` "^^ bubbles, ind3.cat^.nq adequate margins. for data detection.. and
/^ c^enQrat^.on a^ single and doub^,a bubb].as
;' ill o^ these functions have nab :been demonstrated. on a sing a.e
de^rice, but have sriawn aperationa^. behav3,or in individual.
experiments.	 Ja
i
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6. Recommended M^mgry Storacre Are$ Configuration
^;
The proposed multilaycr magnc^tia bubble structure is shown
	 `
in Figure 51. Thy design of the propagation, or carrier,
	 ,^
layer includes current accessed stripe domain propagation
conductors , long and short stripe domains, magnetic bias
Eor str^pe end pinning, carrier bubbles, stripe generators,
doublf bubble generators, bubble extraction.. conductors, and
aubb?e expanders anddetectc^r curcuitry the data layer
	 ^ j
inc des only , the data. bubk^les,
Aa, a bubbles are located directly under the carrier bubbl+^s,
d4r to magnetostatic interaction,. .and follow the motion o£
the carrier bubbles during prcpa^ation binary data is coded
by the presence and absence o^ data bubbles associated with
each carrier bubble. Propagation of the ends o^ the long
.stripe c^amains causes the short stripes and..bubbles to also
propagate in an orderly fashion. trtilizin^^^a long and short
stripe domain design enables the stripe spacing to^be smaller
than. the minimum feature size of the propagation circuit,	 '
thereby relaxing the .photolithographic resolution requirements
of the conductors.
	
__
The data. layer is located below the carrier layer.,. which
simplifies the ^,^,cbrication o£ the device, An aarlier design
had. the data. layer on top, with this garnet layer smaller in
urea. than the. bottom carrier Layer to accommodate stripe
domain propagation circuitry for the carrier ,layer. The °
difference in the bubble nucleate field provides the bas^.s to
write data into the device. ^ low level current in a simple
generator loop will nucleate: a single bubble in the carrier layer,
and a h,^.gh level current will nucleate a double bubble ^- one
bubble in each layer.. Detection is based. on the difference
in the run-out threshold. A carrier bubble is placed in
the detector and is tested by a current pulse, which reduces
the local normal field below the run-aut threshold for a
double bubble, ^ douLle bubble will. strip out across the:.
expander/detector, while a single bubble will not strip out
and no signal will be detected.
Bubble and stripe domains can co-exist in the same garnet
layer when biased above the rune=out threshold, since the stripes
` are prevented from collapsing to bubble domains by the end
pinning action of the magnetic bias illustrated. in Figuxe 5,1.
Carrier bubbles in this layer are located between pairs of
stripe domains, and are evenly spaced due to mutual repulsion.
^,
r>
The bas,'^^} advantage a^ the str .^pe and bubble dea^ .gn is that
the stale bubble positions axe defined"by the input-au^put
propagate structure until a block is fully a.aad^d, and then it is
f^ransferred to the storage region. which is self structured
This procedure greatly simplif^ss initialization and operation
of the. dr^vice. ^ penalty is paid in the loss of density due:
to the stripe domains.
	 -^;as.k
A bubble generator and a magnetoresistive detector in the
carrier sayer are combined with„a ourrent accessed circuit ^o
shut a row of bubbles, Forward and backward bubble propagation
can be accomplished:, if necessary, with proper current phasing
in the circuit. To improve the data rate and average access.
time.., multiple generate/detect propagation circuits can be
incorporated. ^rhe cast of these multiple c^,rcuits is relatively
high, but a significant reducton'in the area. required for
stripe and bubble propagation is realized,
Ta achieve an information density greater than 10^ k^its^cm
a bubble period,;of 7um ar less is required in one direction,
and a stripe perk-od of l9um or .less is required. in the other
direct^;`:on. These. ^3t^mensions are based on the design w^e^e Qx^e
row of bubbles ^.^ lahmted between neighboring stripe domains.	 ^
.;Multiple taws of bubb, '^\es between str:Lpes :Ls an alternate desc^^,
but it ^s not being addressed at this time. ^'o achieve 4 x 10
bitsJcm , the. periad^s change to 3.5um and 7^Oum, respect3.vely,	 ,,
with. a resultant bubble diameter less than ..um.
^^ the memory area containing actual.. data bubbles is lcm 2 , aid
if only one detector is incorporated in the designs then. 2cm
arp required :for bubble propagation, as illustrated ^ Figure
6,^..	 With tour detectors employed, then only 1.25cm are
`^	 required. The extra. area is .necessary far bubble propagation
.past the location Qf the propagation circuits leading to the
detectors. The length. of the total chip area varies as ^.+^./N,
where. N is the number of detectors,
^f	 ^ =^.
Using four detectors, the 6data area is 1.^5...cm Lang by 1.00 cm 	 r^
Wide, and contains 4 x 10 bits. xf' Q,SUsec detector prat-
pagation pulses are used, with four pulse periods required to
have a bubble. one period, the date. .rate is 600 KHz for each
detector,. or 2 MHz maximum for four detectors, The access time.
^	 is the sum of the average time required to tno^ve d row of
bubbles to the position where it can be remo^red £tom. the storage
.area, plus the time required. to move the individual bubbles
in the raw to the detector, The former time is 'the time. re-
	
;_
quired to move 125 stripes forward or bac}cward at ^ 2 MHz rate,
which is 0.062 ms. Four 0.5µsec pulses are.: required to move, 	 ^^
.the langstrpes one propagation period, but three short 	 ^'
stripes are also moved. Therefore, the propagation frequency 	 :'
for^the rows o£ bubbles (or the short stripe. domains). i the
_,
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same as thr^ driving pu^. ^t^^. This improv^menb in ^V^rYlgE4	 ^
access ^ime:^ ^,^ realized by employ^.ng prop^gal:ion circuib^ which
	
j
hive ^eabu^c^ sizes p
 gr+st^t+sr bh+an bhe strips spac^^g
^#fber bhe etripe domains r ►re mov+^d, the ca^rriar and. data
bub'b^.es are transit^ted to the detector 7xr1a^l. htibh the dete^cto ^^
on one side o^ the chip, 100Q pulses are required on each off'
bwo serpentine lines ^omove a row o^ 5af^ bubbles to bhe
detec^ar, Maximum propagation spuds are limited lay bhe sabu.
ration velocity o^ th® garnet Material, which. is near ^.^ meters.
pez^ second, This corresponds Ito a time interva]^ o^ o.5usec
	 ^"
l:br a Sum disbr^nce. '^here^ore, the minimum avexage ^ ► ccess
time is l25 x ^.^use^c ^ 50n x 0. ^usec, o^ Q.^^ msee, with a
^ ME^z data rats. ?^ :eight date^tors are alas used. instead
of ^nur, the average access time is reduced to 0.1'9 msee, and
the dabs ra^o increases t^ ^,^ `Mt^x.
:^.-	 ^
The size of 1:he garnet must.'^4--slightly lamer than the dabs
storage area, because of the stripe propagation circuitry.
With four square wave conductors and bwo magneb^.c pinning
, bars on bwo sides, an +sxbra 4.06 cm in w,idbh is required.
^Conn+^ction pads ^`or the circuibry .,are required, and bubble
rvr+a_v+e.:^. r. v+. m+++m.... ^ w....w ^.:►.^.rrm..a+rr l`.r ar r.>rL ..:..+r...^..a+r1+... rxr. .l ..L1... r..:. .:1.^.L..rrls:..^rc	 ^^	 ._^
_. Git;tJGii tiJ Vti : - "Cii GGi -
 ii^D liQ4.+C7a7 .a Q.^ - ^VJ. Gl7:Zw{I.. . 7t1a C^J, iS?taV Lt'3^r{.^L.YLT - ut^Lrt34i. 4VL R.. --
	 -.	 -	 ___^
Witt four d^ztectar^, thc^ total area o;E bhe die is ^,. ^ cm
^.. ^, cm, or ^,. 9^ em , resulting in an e^^ecbive density of
2.8 x 10^ bits/cm^,
	 ,^
`Thee
 design presented herein requires stripe domains one
centimeter ^.ong to be propagated by translating @ash -end o^^^
the stripe, Experiments]. circuits have been cons^cructad and	 -
tested with. one millimeter stripe domains, with- "success^Cul
	 ,,±
propagation results. The use of a rf tic}cle " F^ie^ld is required
to eliminatr^ bhe bowing of the centr^r caf, thF :"stripe. Tt is
not been demonstrated. ab this time if one,=4^nt^.meber stripes
can be propagated with acceptable resu^.ts 7Cf additions].
punning is required between bhe stripe end. and the magnetic
	 {
bars a thicker and wider bar can be employed, ar a magnetic
material with,; high saturation moment can replace the
normally used `rpermalloy,.,,such as cobalt or iron :, to prevent
bar saturabian.
^E these tedhnigt^es prove to be unsuccessful, then the tota.^.
memory eras, must b^ divided. into Smaller modules, thereby
requiring shorter stripe domai,^ns. With four modules on one
die; current accessed.. propagation lines and pinning bars would
be ]:orated along two edges and: down the center. Detection
circuits would. be
 loeated along two edges, and possibly also
in the center ^.^ accc^s time is very important. The device..
b3.t density will be s,;:lghtly J,ower with' this modular design,
due to the increased. area required.^or, addibiozYal pro-.- 	 c^
pagation lines and detectors,	 ,,
..,
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^hra^ srior^ ^^r^p^ +^am^in^ ar+^ nclus^e^l b^kwc^®n n+^^,q^bcri^inq
^canq s^x^p^ doma^n^ in ^h^ ^la^i^nac^ ^^b rroh^.c^.+^, Thy ^.
pg^s^.b^13^y ^^^^.^^^ ^ha^ gr^a^+er number^r o^ abort sbr3.^+^^ ^^
s;^co^^^t^u1^^y bc^ prop^ ►gmt^ed wb^.^h ^.sads bo very h^.r^h p$cknq
d^n^lt,^a^ for prop^gatiox^ ^.^.n^s aid nam:tna^^, ^^abure si^^+n,
'kith ^^vQn shorb as^x^ipes ► and with two ph^s+^ prop^S^ation pu^.so
anc^ ^.^,nc^s, a sh^,^:^ a^ tcwo ^box^t str^.pa p^riads wau^.d occur	 .,
^Qr arch gt^art^r cycle. i
 ^hareby x^^qu3.rin^ p^rel^,^^ d+^bect^,t^n 	 ''
eche^^^ on two naighbor^.h^ ^,^^^ o^ carrier and ds,ta bubbl^a
the rc^u^.ts ark high bib den^sit^►
 w3;^h high data. rate. ^'c^r
adequate signal ^,c^vele ^rc^ the ma^netora^intivc^ d^t^^to,^
e$ch babble must be expand^sd several t^.mes to inc^raaee ,^^^
ar+sa, ^:urr+^nt eccessed bubb^.e ^sxpander^ mint be c^eve^.opr^d 	 ^
tc^ ^,ccamp].3sb tb^,s ^^^^.
sue to the larr^e garnet aria regl^ired ^^,^ the total memory
^tre^► , it ^.^ higlsly desireab^,e that a c^e^ect fires garnet need
nob be regnires^^ '^'htsreEO^ar either error correction schemes
or redunc^eiat c^.rcui^try should be ^.nal^c^ed ^,n the fatal des^.gn;,
Either considerat,t ors ^'^.J.l reduce- the ^n^ozmation d+^nsity tin
the gannet thc^;^eby requiring a larger garnet to ac2aieva
the desired memory^^^capacity T?et+^cto.ra may be pl$ced ot^ 	 _
two oppos^,^s^ fides ^^ the ^^^ ^^°^, ^ nd ^haraby ^`^^c^uc^s tine 	 ^ ,,,
avexage access time by ^ ^actox ^ two, lncox^pora#^.nq
multiple readout and. data genc^rat^.on stations w^.l^, improve 	 ^
the data rate, accc^as ^^me, and area. wasted for propagation	 ^'	 ^ „^i
run-ovek^, Those bene^^,ts mush be weighed aga^.nst izacreasad 	 °':
cost, increased comp^.^axity^ and^^deare^^sed process yield,
j	 :
^,
+^	 ^	 ^	
_
w t _w_.
.	 „
tr:,
_, ^,^ rc^^t^1t ^ the work performed. under this contr^ict, a multi-
layer a^^^-^a+^ru^t^urr^d . bu^abla m^mc^r^►
 ^pp^a.^ b^ b+^ v^y ab^;^mc^i^tQ.
xt h$s the aduatttage^^ of h^.q^her data density and. many ;EOwer high
`^esa^.utlon f'eatu^^s thorn conventional bubb^,e mc^mari^^ Another
advantage is currant access, which saves weight and pawe^, and
^. potentially much faster.
+^ the largrs ^numb+^r of ael.f structured csan^qurations investigated,
a three app.-^^.ayer non^,^ura^^.^^ wad ^c^und ^t b+ moat ^dv^ntagaous
^n tY►^.s can^Eiguratian, tht^ layer next tsa this substratecontains
date bubbles. The next layer is a non^tnagnetc G.^.^, spacer
laydr, The outer layer contains both stripe domains and: carrier
bu;^bl+^s	 The str^.pes rata mca^icd via current circuits ab they
 str^.pe
►^ ^ads, The stripes move the carrier bubbles. by magnetostatic
repulsion.} T'he carrier bubbles era ^tagnetastatically coupled
^^	 to data bubbles in the. battom layer, -_
A design Was tttadl^ o^ s m+^mary w3.th a single raw of bubbles between
stripes and having a density of 9 x 14^ bits per square cents-
:meter, The ^nemoxy design teas redundancy. All fun^t3.ons necessary.1 ^	
^,© tY^at memo^^y hive bQeti demonstra^+^d
	 Both the ha.^f l^^tic^
	
- _
can^iguratic^n din which a sitzgle row of bubbles ^.n the carr^.or
layer exists between each pair o;E stripes in the carrier layer)
and the full lattice confiquratian (in wh3.ch mu.,tiple rows o
bubbles exist between each pair a^ stripes} werca demonstrated.
These can^iqurations, w:tth bate str^.pes rand bubbles in the same
magnetic layi^r were shown. to be sable in the: same bias fields
provided that the stripe ends wore pinned by permallay features.
^t was demonstrated that the ^:^.nne^d str^.pes were stable even.
above the collapse ^^.ald of the bubbles.
current access str^. pe propagation was ach^.eved by a variety of
circuits. fihese were<evaluated; the 'best was found to be a
configuration in wha.ch the conductors are covered eithe^^ with
pexmallay bars ar chevrons... A curvature, or bowingo^ the propa--
c^ating stripes was both calculated and measured as a function
	
''	 of bias ,Meld, The maximum track width is determined by that
bowing, and far a typical film was fQUnd to be ^,,5 tnm. Propagation..
of bubbles was demonstrated by propagating stripes to which the
bubbles were t^n^ignetostaticall:y coupled. Tr^,ple ' epi^-layer films
	
;;	 were fabrir:ated and found to have low d^ect dens3,ty^. :Double
^: bubbles and single bubbles were created ^.n these films., using ^.
current loop, The coupling between, bubbles in different layers
	
;`	 was bottz calculated and measured, as a function. of applied bias
f.^Lld and thickness of the G,G,G, layer. This coupling was
experimentally found ko cause ^ difference in zun-o ut threshold
between. double bubbles ar^d single k^ubbles this diffes^^nGe forms
	
.'	 the basis o^ the readout method for detecting `the presence or
absence of a 'bubble „.n the bur3.er3 data: laver..
--	
_ — _^ .
^•
^,	 . ;:
^. -)
r
^^,
r	 ^^
A^.l the. funct ,l.ons a£ the multlayer self structured memory have
	
'	 been demonstra^ .ted; ho^wevor because o;E pxoca :ssng problems, the
simultaneous operation o£ all functions on a single chip has not
yet been demonstrated. This is planned for the next phase. 	 ^
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